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Chisholm to speak tomorrow
Presidential candidate Shirley Chisholm will speak tomorrow night in the C.U. Loma
Prieta room at 6:30.
The Black peace candidate will explain her position on the war in Vietnam, militarism,
education and welfare, benefits to agricultural workers and the busing issue among
others.
Admission is free.
"She’s going to be campaigning hard here and will give McGovern a hard race,"
remarked Hattie Morris, a campaign coordinator.

Follows ground rules set by initiative election

A.S. Council tightens budget belt
By Rick Malaspina
In a marathon session last Wednesday,
A.S. Council trimmed the A.S. budget committee’s proposed 1972-73 budget, but followed the ground rules set by the recent
SJS initiative election concerning funding of
instructionally related programs.
Council’s budget, which significantly lowers all budget committee recommendations
and eliminates others, now goes to A.S. Pres.
Mike Buck for approval and then to SJS
Pres. John. H. Bunzel for final review
and approval.
The total operating budget was originally
$471,799, but after computing an anticipated
income of another $71,630, the budget totals
Last year’s budget came to
$524,429.
$476,709.
The additional anticipated funds are to
come from an expected increase in next
year’s A.S. card sales and reserve accounts.
Results of the initiative election, held
more than a month ago, showed that a majority of SJS students were in favor of A.S.
funding of instructionally related programs
until alternative funding was available. Programs in question included SJS athletics.
the Spartan Daily, Radio -Television News
Center (RTNC) and the SJS Marching Band.
This year’s allocations to the Athletic
Department represented one-third of the
total budget.
For its general administration, the Athletics Department originally asked for
$25,600, but received $16,500.
Besides

operating expenses, the funds will include
a $5,000 championship fund, an account
designed by the budget committee to cover
expenses of athletes attending championship
meets. Before it was halved by Council,
the championship fund was $10,000.
All individual sports funding was cut
slightly. The allocation for teams totals
$82,938.
And an added feature of next
years budget is a $60,000 grant-in-aid allocation from which athletes will receive
scholarships.
Athletic publicity and programming, asking for $10,000, was sliced to $8,875. Public relations, telephone, operating and travel expenses were all cut, but are expected
to be picked up by the state and the SJS
Foundation.
Funding of the Spartan Daily was also
an item covered by the initiative. Although
Council dropped the Daily’s request for
$40,000 to $30,000, funds left over from
this year sould carry the Daily through
next year.
The initiative, Council decided, is not binding on Daily funding since the A.S. does
not directly fund the paper, but subscribes
to it.
Clyde Lawrence, financial advisor for the
Daily, expressed uncertainty about the $10,000
loss. He explained the Daily has a reserve
fund from which to draw for next year,
but it is doing that now.
The outlook for next year,according to
Prof. Lawrence, depends on the Daily’s ad -

Sierra Club loses suit
to Disney developments
By LARRY MAUTER
Second of Two Parts
After a six -year battle in the court system, the Sierra Club, on April 19, had its
lawsuit opposing Disney Productions’ Mineral King development struck down by a 4-3
vote of the U.S. Supreme Court.
In the majority decision, Justice Potter Stewart said that the Sierra Club had failed
to show that it or any of its members would be specifically harmed by the mountain
development.
News of the decision certainly did :nothing to brighten the day of environmentalists
throughout the land. The ruling has a direct effect on a number of environmental lawsuits now in progress.
In the past, environmental groups, such as the Sierra Club, the Environmental Defense
Fund and the Natural Resources Defense Counsel have filed suits on a general basis without
attempting to prove specific damages. With this approach blocked by the high courts’
decision, lawsuits now in court must be amended, proving specific damages to club members or an individual.
The Supreme Court decision, portrayed by the local media as a total disaster for conservationists, did contain a ray or two of hope.
The court did not set what will be determined as specific damages, but did say the
damages could be "esthetic and environmental" and did not have to be physical or economic.
Justice William Brennan Jr., one of the three dissenting justices, called for the draft
of new legal principles to help the environment.
Justice William 0. Douglas, also voting in favor of the Sierra Club suit, said artificial beings such as ships and corporations have spokesmen in court and then asked why
the same shouldn’t be true for valleys, springs, estuaries and rivers.
Dan Kane, an instructor of environmental law at SJS, recently offered his views concerning the decision to students enrolled in Environmental Studies 10 B.
Kane. who will begin teaching environmental law at the newly formed College of the
Atlantic in September, questioned whether the Sierra Club had pushed too hard for a Supreme Court decision.
He said the court decision may have been reached prematurely, that is, the prevailing
attitude of the court could possibly change in a few years, reversing the decision reached
last month. He pessimistically noted, however, that the Supreme Court "does not overrule
itself lightly."
Kane asked if the Sierra Club was guilty of not exhausting other possibilities before
it forced this important social decision. The lanky instructor claimed that "a budding
body of law, public interest law, may have been cut off as a result of the Sierra Club’s
action."
Kane mentioned several possible alternatives open to save Mineral King. He said
Congress could change the standing of Mineral King to stop the Disney development.
Another possibility is that President Nixon could issue an executive order annexing Mineral
King to Sequoia National Park.
A third option noted by Kane is theSierra Club could begin another suit, this time bringing the specific damages into view. He pointed to the club’s backpacking tours as a possible area for claiming financial damage as a result of the Mineral King development

vertising revenues this year and printing
costs for next year.
"We may have to decrease publishing to
four times a week," speculated Prof. Lawrence.
Originally asking for $2,000, RTNC received a total allocation of $1,000 for next
year.
This year RTNC received $800.
"What really hurts is losing the extra
$1000," commented John Rooney, past RTNC
news editor and head engineer.
The extra funds, he added, hopefully
will be provided from donations from other
campus organizations.
The SJS Music Department, on the other
hand, survived the chopping block. Even
though the budget committee cut the department’s $28,224 request to $25, 960, Council
hiked the allocation to $26,268.
The Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP), also protected by the initiaive, was fully budgeted at $3,050,
This year, two new --and controversial -items appeared on the budget. One of them
a campus birth control center, had battled
nearly all semester for an allocation of
$12,800.
Council gave the clinic $10,000.
Total operating cost for the clinic, already
operating on donations, is $34,000.

A scout may receive a merit badge.
after completing a certified course in a
particular field of study. A scout may pick
from 112 different merit badges from the
book, "Merit Badge Series."
Carmack decided to submit the proposal
to the organizations, after the success of the
Industrial Studies Merit Badge Program,
which was held this semester at SJS.
The SJS program involves 25 students who
are majoring in industrial studies, and more
than 180 Scouts from Santa Clara County.
The students taught industrial studies on
Saturdays which didn’t interfere with other
Scouting activities.
The program was designed with a two
fold purpose:
To provide the Santa Clara County Boy
Scouts with up-to-date technical facilites to
implement their merit badge program.
To give industrial studies majors a
chance to teach in real every -day situations.
Although Carmack created the program,

Council allocated $10,000 for the program
with the stipulation that it would receive
another $10,000 during the 1972 fall semester

after review and evaluation by next year’s
council.
Programs not funded by the budget include
the SJS Honors Convocation, the Public
Relations Society of America, the El Barrio
Free Breakfast Program, Shaka, The Joint
Effort and Oasis.
The eliminated groups, however, can go
to next year’s Council for special allocations.

Associated Students budget allocations
1972-72 Funding

Program

1972-73 request

Received

Athletic General Administration
$16,500
$25,600
$21.050
Athletic Publicity and Promotion
$14,732
$11,589
58.1375
Sports
5150.975
$122,430
$82.938
Grants-in-aid
$54,035
Spartan DI.1 I y
$40.000
$30.000
$40,000
RTNC
$2,000
$1,000
KSJS
-$4,550
$4.010
SOP
$3,050
$3.050
Environmental Center
$1,070
$2,000
Experimental College
$2,000
$2.000
-Birth Control
-$12,800
$10,000
Legal Aid
$10,000
$20,000
Reed megazine
-$2.500
$1,500
’Another $10,000 to be allocated by next year’s Council upon review and evaluation of the legal aid
program.

’Catch -22’ author Heller mixes humor,
anti-war sentiment in speech
To a large audience yesterday afternoon
in Morris Dailey auditorium, Joseph Heller,
author of "Catch -22", read humorous sections of his book, related them to the gravity
of our present world situtation, and gave his
observations of how he sees things.
"Nice to see so many of you here instead
of in Vietnam," he began.
"This is the first time I’ve been to what
I know is called the Bay Area," he continued.
"I didn’t realize you were so close to one
of our national monuments --Lockheed."
The audience roared as Heller explained,
"It was about a week ago that I listened to
Nixon on the radio. I listen to him on the
radio because I cannot bare to watch him and
see that look of wounded virtue."
"The people in Washington have great
courage," Heller said.
"They will not
hesitate to send people out ot fight for their
convictions."
"Catch -22’s
principle character,
Yossarian, has one wish to cope with through-

out the book,- he explained.
"He wants
to live forever. I do too," said Heller.
Heller broke up the audience as he described the book’s Squadron Commander,
Major Major Major. "His father named him
Major Major as a joke. He was promoted
to Major which was an IBM mistake. Some
are born mediocre, achieve mediocity, or are
thrust into mediocrity. Major Major Major
fell into all three categories."
"Major Major Major’s father’s idea of
a good joke," the author continued, "was to
lie." Heller explained that the father was
an alfalfa farmer to whom the government
gave money for every crop he did not grow.
"He spent every penny on land, and soon he
was not growing more alfalfa than anybody."
In paralleling Yossarian’s fear of death
and the war, Heller said he wished more
people in the Senate had this fear for the
potential of total destruction. "I hope the
President is made accountable before he
continued on page 3

Joseph Helier

’Evidence insufficient’ says Angela’s lawyer

Defense asks acquittal
By BARBARA EVANS
Special to the Daily
A motion to dismiss the murder, kidnap,
and conspiracy charges against Angela Davis
was taken under consideration yesterday by
Superior Court Judge Richard E. Arnason.
Judge Arnason listened intently to the
sometimes impassioned arguments of both the
prosecution and defense. He said he would
take the matter under consideration, but
instructed the defense to be ready to call
its first witnesses tomorrow.
Defense attorney Leo Branton Jr. asked
Judge Arnason to direct a verdict of acquittal claiming the state has not proven Miss
Davis conspired to bring about the Marin
County Courthouse shootout from which the
charges against her stem.
"The evidence, as it stands now, without
calling a single defense witnesses, is insufficient to sustain a conviction," Branton
told the court. "There has been no showing

Industrial Arts students join the Scouts,
merit badges will be offered by colleges
A recent proposal by a &IS student, setting up a national coordinating committee
between the American Industrial Arts Association (AIAA) and the Boy Scouts of America, will become a reality.
"I have received indications from both
the AIAA, and the Boy Scouts, that the codination between the two organizations will
be possible," said Dr. Decker, chairman of
the Industrial Studies Department.
Lyndy Carmack, author of the proposal,
said if his recommendation is accepted, the
AIAA would promote technical merit badges
to the Boy Scouts through college and University teaching programs.
According to Carmack, the committee will
also provide the expertise to revise the merit
badge series that are out-of-date to career
education information.
"The merit badge series books could be
an excellent method of getting career concepts across to students, and can be a part
of the industrial studies programs throughout
the nation," he said.

Another allocation concerns SJS legal
aid program.
The proposed program, to
be conducted by the University of California
Law Clinic, would require $20,000 for next
year.

he dislikes receiving all the credit. "All
of the students who are involved in the
program really work hard, and they’re the
ones who make it work," said Carmack.
A total of 265 merit badges were earned
this semester partially due to the 25 student
counselors who put more than 800 manhours into the project.
Because of the success of this semester’s project, Carmack and others are predicting an enrollment of more than 500
Scouts for next fall’s session, which will
begin on November 4.
This semester’s enrollment rose from 30
to 183 Scouts in just a few short weeks.
Dr. Decker would like to see the program
expanded to other departments on campus.
"There are more than 112 merit badges,
some of which could be taught by students
from the Business, Art, Journalism, Political Science, and Physical Education Departments," said Dr. Decker.
Continued on page 3

of a plan or agreeement between Jonathan
Jackson and Angela Davis. After all this time,
there is not one word of any discussion
about a plan to do anything criminal.
Sitting in the empty jurors’ box, Branton
expressed outrage at the time wasted on a
"useless prosecution." Were he a juror.
Branton declared, he would tell the prosecutor:
"After seven weeks of trial, 100 witnesses, and 200 pieces of evidence, you have
proven a hell of a case against Jonathan
Jackson. Against Miss Davis. the only thing
you have proven is that she is a warm, articulate human being, who has love and compassion in her heart --yes, for George
Jackson, but for humanity, and especially
for the Black people whom she represents so
well."
The state contends Miss Davis initiated
and armed the shootout in which four persons, including a judge and Jonathan Jackson.
died because of a "passionate" love for former
Soledad Brother George Jackson,
JonaIliao’s older brother.

Prosecutor Albert Harris Jr., who rested
his admittedly circumstancial case Monday,
argued the motion for aquittal should be
denied.
"The evidence, as it stands, not only
custains a conviction, it compels a conviction," he declared.
Harris said four love letters from Miss
Davis to George Jackson "clearly indicate
a motivethe motive to free the man the
defendant toyed."
He pointed to weeks of testimony in which
eyewitnesses to the escape attempt from the
Mann courtroom recalled kidnappers de
manding the release of the Soledad Brothers.
Harris contended this testimony strengthens
the motive theory.
Yet he insisted the evidence without
the mention of the Soledad Brothers would
stand.
"If there was no evidence in this record
of any kind to establish the explicit purpose
of the conspiracy, if the words ’Soledad
Brother’ had never been heard in the courthouse,, this case would still stand," he said

Chris Oakes and Mike Fitzgerald work with scout
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Bike shop vs. red tape
The red tape demon strikes
again.
The need for a bike repair shop
on campus was evident to the student population, to the student
body president and to the student
council, but it was not evident to
the administration.
The idea originated last spring
in Mike Buck’s campaign for presiThe actual planning was
dent.
started in February, and the money
was allocated in March by student
council.
When council allocated $1,500
to the project, they were told
there was a strong possibility of
a Quonset hut being used to house
the shop. But whatever happened,
they were assured "there would be
space somewhere" for theproject.
This came from C. Grant Burton,
dean of academic planning.
But now, with $1,500 worth of
bike parts sitting in storage, there
is no firm proposal as to where
the shop will be located.
The bike shop has been part of
Buck’s plans to make the campus
a safe bike center. To curb the
rash of thefts (90 since September) installation of theft -proof
racks has been tried on a trial
basis.
Also planned for next year
would be a guarded bike parking
area for a nominal fee of $1.
Buck’s plans are feasible only
as long as the administration and
student services realize that they
are needed by the student popula-

tion.
John Yohannan, bike shop coordinator, has been shuffled from
one area to another, without success.
Even when he changed
direction and looked for other locations (barracks, Building Q) all he
came up with was red tape.
Byron Bollinger, superintendent of buildings and grounds,
growled "There is just no available space on campus."
True
as this might be, there is space
on Sixth Street where the street
has been closed off in front of
Duncan Hall.
There is also a
vacant building where the old boiler
room used to be located. And of
course, Seventh Street is entirely
void of buildings.
So to say there is no space on
campus is only partially true.
There may be no available space
in existing buildings, but there
is room to put half a Quonset hut
somewhere.
But the red tape on campus
forbids the possibilities.
For
some reason, known only to the
administration, the channels seem
blocked. And if this happened to
an A.S. project, imagine what can
happen to an individual student
seeking help with a problem.
Now the project has been thrown
into the lap of the dean of student
services. We will be interested
to see what happens to the bike
shop.
Will it be a reality next fall,
or will red tape win again?

Letters to the Editor

Anti -war profs speak out
Editor:
We the undersigned faculty are
persuaded that our country is undergoing a crisis that threatens not only
education in America but also our
democratic institutions and the very
existence of mankind. Therefore we
feel compelled to speak out and act.
The U.S. involvement in Indochina
directly affects SJS. It weights on the
mind and conscience of each of us.
It diverts massive resources to destruction overseas that should be
employed for pressing needs at home.
Among these is education, which
has suffered increasing cutbacks that
have seriously impaired our ability
to carry out the functions with which
we are charged. The war has cut off
or interrupted the schooling of many
ot our students and others who might
have studied with us, among whom
are members of racial minorities
which have borne an unfair share of
the fighting.
The war has cost over 50,000
Americans their lives, maimed even
more and inflicted inestimable suffering on the people of Indochina.
The war, which began without a
declaration by Congress, has continued to challenge the Constitution as
actions by a succession of Presidents
have violated the balance of powers
between the Executive and Congress.
Representative democracy is now in
jeopa rd.v.
The present administration, in
spite of its assurances that it was
winding down the war, has engaged in
a series of escalations which seem to
offer no hope of our final extrication
from
Indochina. Moreover, they
openly risk a third world war and the
extinction of mankind.
We cannot remain silent in this
crucial time. We believe that only
the most massive and sustained public
protest can save us. The beginnings
of this are already under way across
the country, and we wish to add our

effort to the momentum building for
peace NOW.
We have marched, signed petitions, written letters and worked for
peace before.
We cannot give up
because we have not succeeded. We
must complete that work once and for
all by a national wave of protest that
will continue until it succeeds.
With this in view, the undersigned
faculty are organizing a march downtown for 12 noon Thursday to which
we wish to invite students, staff and
other faculty from SJS and residents
of the city and county at large. The
march will begin at 7th Street and San
Carlos and return there.
We call on the campus to come together for peace.
David Van Becker, English; George
Grant, English; Dorothy Wright, English; Phillip Jacklin, Philosophy;
Arturo Faille, Philosophy; Gary Albright, Philosophy; Robert Pepper,
English; Fred Spratt, Art; Jack
Kurzweil, Electrical Engineering;
John Sperling, Humanities; Eldred
Rutherford, Psychology; Rose Ginsberg, Psychology; Donald Aitken, Environmental Studies; Jerrett Broch,
Philosophy; Ved Sharma, Philosophy;
Joachim Stenzel, Foreign Language &
Chairman of Academic Council;
Conrad Borovski, Foreign Language;
Wesley Goddard, Foreign Language;
Kathryn McCormick, Foreign Language; Simone Dietiker, Foreign Language; Michael Tillotson, Foreign
Language; Wallace Berry, Tutorials;
Alan Barnett, Tutorials; Wilfred Iltis,
Tutorials; Bernadine Allen, Tutorials; George Sicular, Civil Engineering; Theodore Sielaff, Marketing;
David Mage, Chemical Engineering;
Jack Douglas, New College; Arlene
Bergman, New College; John Galm,
English;
Margaret Williams, Humanities; Eugene Bernardini, Humanities; Robert Glinner, Sociology;
Robin
Brooks,
History;
Peter
Collins, Foreign Language.

Political action urged
Editor:
Do you want McGovern to win
the primary June 6 or do you want
the students of SJS to be known as
the most apathetic students in the
state of California or the nation?
Are the SJS students going to let
U.C. Berkeley and Stanford dominate
the political scene? Are we going
to sit idly by and let high school,
junior college and U.C. Santa Cruz
students struggle to elect McGovern
in Santa Clara County? Are we going
to sit by while students from Stanford
and Berkeley travel the county to do
our campaign work?

I say no. I believe the students
at SJS deserve university recognition
and will respond if they know how.
I saw 200 students march organized against the war while I saw
only a dozen students at a meeting
I saw a standing
for McGovern.
ovation given for Lee Brazil and
who endorses
McCloskey
Pete
McGovern and yet only a dozen students appeared for a McGovern meet ing. I’m sure these people support
and will work for McGovern. Call
or stop by the McGovern headquarters
to see what you can do!
J.C. Burke

Letter to the Editor

War protest plea-‘Turn the mails black’
As effective as anti -war marches
have been, the energy they havegenerated has proved difficult to sustain.
The killing drags on.
A group of students at UC Santa
Cruz has been searching for an eloquent personal and ongoing expression
We were very
of our discontent.
impressed, therefore, when we read
of a peace action conceived and developed at the University of Idaho. We
have begun to imitate its authors
and urge that some of you do likewise.
It’s a very simple plan.
First you gather a group of
similarly frustrated friends and begin
delegating responsibilities. Then find
a print shop and design black envelopes. They should meet the following specifications - a white blank
box in the middle or corner for the
address and a blank space in the

corner for the stamp arid its cancellation mark. (All of the cancellation
must be legible according to post
office regulations).
In one corner include a few words
such as "In memory of someone who
died this morning in Vietnam." Print
up several thousand copies - it should
not cost more than a couple of cents
an envelope.
Gather the envelopes into packets
of, say, 25 to be sold for $1, and
donate the profits to a worthwhile
charity:
we have chosen Vietnam
Medical Aid Committee, P. 0. Box
100, 36 Wellington Street, London WC2
E7BE, England (they collect and distribute fresh blood for the wounded
in Indochina), but there are others.
Sell the envelopes door to door, in
shopping centers, at parties, wherever.
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The key to the scheme, however,
lies in a note which is included in
each packet, urging the buyers to
use only black envelopes in all of their
correspondence until the killing stops.
Give an address where they can get
more envelopes.
Also urge that they pass on the idea
to residents in other communities.
This could become a chain letter for
peace, and within a month, perhaps,
the federal mails will be streaked
with mourning black as a silent witness to our distress and outrage.
Perhaps we will get media coverage in time. That doesn’t seem to be
the important thing though. What is
important is that this action is at
once personal (me to you - think of
how many hands a letter touches
through its journey, how many people
are touched), and ongoing (we will use
only black envelopes until the killing
stops; this is not just another ephemeral erruption of frustrated rage
but will last as long--or as short,
God willing --as the war itself.)
If this makes sense to you, activate
yourself and your friends today. Or
at least pass the word to someone
who will. Think especially of friends
in small towns throughout America
and pass the word to them.
If you want more information, you
can call Thad Curtz at 408-423-1423
or Robert Kearny in Idaho (one of the
guys who dreamed this thing up in
the first place) at 208-882-2776.
Let us pray that soon the mails
will run white again.
Lois Kazakoff
UC Santa Cruz

Mano a Mano
por Pedro Mario Michel
Bueno ya mero Sc acaa esti.
pedo. Finals will be upon us after
They bring with
next Wednesday.
them a lot of frustration, anxiety
and hassle but that’s how it is. We’re
going to see a lot of dreary faces
walking around again, with eyes that
are either red and bloodshot or very
Que aguite este pedo.
wide open.
Education could really be exciting and
fun if they did not have to infuse all
the stress of competition in it.
There’s one or two good things
about finals anyway. It brings about
the end of school and it also will
mark the time for the Second Annual
Chicano Commencement which will
take place on June 3 at Hardeman Hall.
The Chicano Commencement was
thought up last year in the cafeteria
over coffee and discussions about the
direction of the Chicano movement.
We had blown out at theGabacho Commencement and we had taken care of
business there.
It was decided to develop a commencement of our own, with its own
identity, its own distinctive Chicano
characteristics. A flag was made up,
a diploma relevant to Chicanos was
drawn up and we got speakers that
were relevant to us. We also had a
fiesta and all the people wore distinctive Mexican dress. The graduates, 35 of them, wore either Mexican
dresses or serapes or ponchos.
This time the ceremonies will be
held in the South Side barrio (Alma)
in Hardeman Hall, which is located
at Willow and Locust. The program
will begin at 3 p.m., followed by food
and mariachis from 4 to 7 p.m.
Then there will be a two hour break
after which there will be a baile. Va
estar a toda madre.
There’s going to be a rally this
Saturday at Williams Street Park.
The title is "A Rally Against Racism,
War and Repression." Should be a
nice cosa since the people who are

planning it are from all segments of
the communities including our own.
There is also going to be a rally
the next Saturday, May 27, at the same
park. Its title will be "Fiesta de la
Gente." There will be food and music
and good times. It’s being put on by
San Jose State University Chicanos.
Speaking of the name change: it’s
cool. Trouble is that it’s too hard to
say; California State University, San

Letter to the Editor

Food series
‘misleading’
Editor:
You people are really incredible.
Not only do you have your series on
"health foods" written by a person
almost wholly uninformed on the subject, but you also consider him capable
of judging the veracity of conflicting
claims!
Let me enlighten you on just one,
minor, point that your author skipped
over: Stilbestoral is a hormone fed
to meat animals to increase their rate
of weight gain. The additional poundage is almost wholly (saturattid)
fat. The chemical has also been accused (by scientists) of a number of
serious side effects on human beings.
And your writer’s "expert" doesn’t
think that stilbesterol affects the
nutritional value of the meat?
Why don’t you either give the
series to an open minded, preferably
informed writer? Or even present it
in a pro -con format? After all, your
writer is presenting only one side,
and his articles are more "misleading- than any health food claims.
Joel Amkraut

Jose. Man those trustees just don’t
listen to the people. Nobody listens
to the people, for that matter, specifically Tricky Dick. Well when he gets
voted out he’ll listen.
They are refusing and harassing
Mrs. Garfinkel’s chance at getting
tenure.
There is a petition in the
EOP for those grateful and interested
students who want Mrs. Garfinkel to
get tenure. She’s a damn good teacher.
This is the last Hand on Hand
for the year. Lo que voy a ser es
comenzar el column otra vez para next
year y Iluego despues de tres semanas
voy a dejar este jale. I’ll turn the
selection over to the Committee, so si
estan interested en escribiando en
este column, contact Abram Sanchez
It’s good exof the Committee.
perience and we’d like to share this
with someone who will take responsibility for it.
There will be a Tutor -Tutee get
together today at 3:30 at the EOP.
There will be comida, donuts, cafe
Estan envitados.
y lo que asea.
La Casa Mecha on Second Street
has lost its director, Rose Amador.
She plans to marry this summer.
The person who took her job is Sonny
Madrid. Good luck to Sonny.
Well, that’s all for now. Mucha
suerte en los finals. All power to
La Raza and our friends.
Editor’s note:
All student and
faculty members are encouragedto
express their views on any subject in the letters to the editor
secion of the editorial page. LEI.ters may be mailed or brought to
the Spartan Daily office, JC 208,
and must be 250 words or less,
and double-spaced.
typewritten
Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all
Nonletters must be signed.
students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone number and title or position.
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Wire Editor

Wallace campaign will continue
SILVER SPRINGS, MD. (AP) --Gov. George C. Wallace,
shot at an election eve rally and suffering at least temporary
paralysis in the legs, was reported yesterday determined
to continue his presidential campaign, even from a wheelchair.
The Alabama governor was under sedation because of
pain, doctors said. He was removed from the critical
list yesterday afternoon.
His wounds included a bullet that remained lodged against
his lower spine, but he was in no danger of death, they said.
The doctors wouldn’t predict if Wallace could walk again,
but his aides vowed he would continue his battle for the presidency.
Mrs. Wallace, the governor’s second wife, is expected
to campaign in her husband’s behalf until he is well enough
to do so himself.
Doctors estimated his stay at Holy Cross Hospital to be
from four to 10 days.
Charged with the shooting is Arthur Herman Bremmer,
21, a White man who reportedly had followed the Wallace
campaign for some time.
He was held on $200,000 bail yesterday by a U.S. magistrate. His family and acquaintances in his home town
said they could supply no motive for the shooting.
Sources close to the investigation said FBI agents were
exploring the possibility that the suspect may have been a
hired killer.
Investigating such a possibility is regarded as standard
procedure in cases involving assassination attempts on political figures.
President Nixon reported that Secret Service Agent
Nicholas Zorvas, shot in the throat, is recovering.
The other two wounded, Police Capt. E.C. Dothard
and local campaign worker Dora Thompson, were reported
not in danger.

March for peace tomorrow at noon

Profs to protest mining
that "The march is to en- petitions to place a measure
courage people to go on work- on the November ballot calling in the ways they best know ing for cessation of the bomhow, and to demonstrate to bardment of Vietnam, Camthe community at large that bodia, Laos and Thailand,
the professors on this cam- cessation of American milipus are profoundly concern - tary and financial support
to these countries, and con"I can understand the dis- certed effort by California
pair and frustration of the political representatives to
young people who go out
trashing," he added, "although I don’t condone it
It creates a counter -reaction
and alienates people."
The frustration of these
people is so overwhelming.
Dr. Barnett pointed out, "because people like ourselves
have not sustained the protest of the war."
Although the march is Continued from page 1
In one scene, a psychiafaculty -initiated, all
who
identify with the protest’s trist decides Yossarian is
motivating cause are invited crazy because, "You are unable to adjust to the idea of
to join.
You have a morbid
David Harris, anti -war war.
activist and builder of the aversion to dying. You are
draft resistance movement, miserably depressed by igwill speak on campus tomor- norance, persecution viorow morning at 11:30.
lence, greed, and corrupThe talk is sponsored by tion," related Heller. After
members of the Air War Ini- this consultation, Yossarian
tiative, a group circulating decides it is the psychiatrist
who is crazy.
Heller ended his lecture
by paralleling the end of his
book
to
the
present.
Yossarian has a choice. He
can be a good soldier and
fight, in which case his life
is in danger. He can do
what he wants to and run
away, in which case he will
forget about what my leet are advising seniors, serving on be tried and go to prison.
Or, he can accept the war
doing," he said.
boards and committees at
Although taking the class SJS, dancing or being a fam- and the army in which case
"just for fun," he attends ily man, he does research or he would be obeying orders
and get ahead.
regularly. His absence is consulting work as an inYossarian decides to run
noticed only when other stil- dustrial psychologist.
away thus asserting his own
dents take skill tests. He
In his consulting work, free will and morals.
doesn’t need the grade.
he is often called to testify
Heller quoted from Satre,
When he’s not teaching, in cases concerning civil
"The only freedom we have is
rights acts and fair employ- the freedom to say no.
ment practices.
Not a clinical psychologist, he advises the court
"on technical aspects of a
Fearful of cataclysmic
repercussions from Pres.
Nixon’s bombing and mining
tactics in North Vietnam, a
contingent of SJS professors
will "march for peace" tomorrow at noon.
The march downtown will
begin from Seventh Street,
but plans outlining the specific route to be followed are
not yet formulated.
Three dozen instructors
have pledged to participate
in the faculty -led march, and
Dr. Alan
coordinator
Barnett, of Tutorials, indicated that additional support
is forthcoming.
"This is an effort to emphasize the importance of all
of us associated with the
campus and community at
large working as hard as we
possibly can to prevent a
crisis we haven’t seen in our
lifetime," he said.
"The mining is one step,
and there may be more to
come unless protest becomes
more outspoken."
Expressing a need "to
return to the peace movement," Dr. Barnett explained

Heller talks
of Yossarian
in speech

Hell-kickin’ psych prof
enjoys life and learning
By JOANNE PETERSON
"I enjoy almost everything I do."
That’s not a suprising
statement from a man who
has been teaching over 20
years and doesn’t consider
being a professor of "the
old grind."
Dr. Jay Rusmore is a
psychology professor who
enjoys the uniqueness of people.
"People are a continual source of wonder to
me."
When asked if he analyzes the people he meets, he
grins and answers, "Only for
a fee."
"My relationships with
people are on a personal level. I respond as a human
being."
Dr. Rusmore considers
SJS "a good place for me."
He has been teaching here
"since 1947, or is it ’48?
I can’t remember which."
Dr. Rusmore likes being
a student as well as a teacher. "If it fits into my schedule, I try to take a class
each semester."
This semester it’s international folk dancing. Edith
Lindquist teaches the course

and encourages faculty to
participate.
His second time around
for folk dance, Dr. Rusmore
is a little more sure-footed
than most of the dancers.
1 like to learn the steps
well enough so I can concentrate on the music and
WO

case."

Dr. Rusmore (2nd right) learns a folk dance

Basically, explained Dr.
Rusmore, it involves advising on the design and use of
instruments for employment
such as comprehension tests
or standards for an apprenticeship program."
Dr. Rusmore also does
technical writing in his field,
which has been published in
various psychology magazines, in addition to doing
studies and reports for committees.
Currently one of his research projects is surveying
the morale of professors in
the statecolleges. Hopefully,
it won’t suggest students are
driving some professors into
a state of depression.

press for these goal:,
Spokesmen for the. gi uup
indicated that close to
300,000 non -validated signatures have been received,
with 326,000 valid signatures
needed by the June 16 filing
deadline.
Also at 11:30 a.m, tomorrow will be an informal
anti -war convocation in the
C.U. Ballroom.
Sponsored by Vietnam
combat veterans, the program will deal with changing
attitudes of G.I.s regarding
"racism, genocide and imperialism," military veteran

Continued from page 1
The Industrial Studies
Department has tentatively
scheduled the following merit
badge classes for next fall’s
session: woodcarving, wood
work, radio, printing, photography, metalwork, metallurgy, machinery, electronics, electricity,
drafting,
computers, bookbinding, and
auto safety.
According to Dr. Decker,
the merit badge national coordinator will be visiting the
session this fall. The purpose of the visit is to use
the SJS program as a model
for a national merit badge
program which will be used
at other schools throughout
the country.
"The prospective industrial studies teachers are
concerned about their teaching future," explained Carmack.
"The fundamentla
question is whether I will
be compatable, helpful, successful, and innovative with
the kids?," he said.

Democratic candidate
speaks today at noon

Raymond Chote, Democratic candidate for Congress in the 17th district,
will speak today at noon in
the C.U. Costanoan Room.
His appearance, sponsored by the A.S. Program
Board, is free and open to
the public.
Chote is one of five Democrats seeking nomination in
the newly -created 17th district. Pete McCloskey (RPortola Valley) is the incumbent

The 17th Congressional
District takes in Hillsborough, Menlo Park, Palo Alto,
Santa Clara, and Eastside
San Jose. It does not include the SJS community.
Chote is a resident of
Palo Alto who lists his occupation as a beggar. Actually, he has been active in
fund-raising for charity organizations. He has pledged
to spend no money and accept
no donations for his primary
race.

"The state legislators’
way of reducing the number
of teachers educated, is not
to fund your staff," explained
Dr. Curtis Stafford, chairman of secondary education.
"The governor’s new budget
reduces teacher education
funds by 15 to 25 per cent.
This pinch from Sacramento is being felt at SJS.
Next fall’s secondary cre-

Three departments, Drama, Speech and Journalism,
have one opening each for
credential candidates. Social
Sciences, English and Industrial Arts lead other departments with 28, 18 and 15
openings respectively.
According to Dr. William
Slothower, adviser to English secondary candidates,
some applicants will be put
on a waiting list to fill the
spots left open by those who
choose to attend another col -

lege, or to leave school.
Others, Dr. Slothower indicated, may reapply for the
upcoming spring semester,
when grade point competition is not quite as high.
"The number of applicants accepted next fall and
spring will probably be even
smaller," was Dr. Stafford’s

gloomy prediction.
"We are in the process of
changing the system so that
teacher education is available to upper division students as well as grad students," Dr. Stafford continued. "But I’m afraid that
won’t help June graduates
much," he said.
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teacher, not a student teacher," said Mike Fitzgerald,
drafting counselor.
The success of the program has been due, in part,
to the tremendous motivation by the student teachers.
"Unlike other departments
on campus, we all work together to make the program
a real success. "We don’t
compete with one -another,"
he added.
Although the program is
striving for professionalism,
the student teachers are still
going through a learning process.
After completing his first
session with the Scouts, one
instructor said, "I think I
learned more than the kids."

"I think this teaching program is really beneficial,"
said Jerry Hill, merit badge
woodcarving instructor.
"You can find out now if you
can handle a real teaching
situation without having to
wait until the fifth year of
the teaching credential program."
According to Hill, the student can get the feel of a real
classroom situation. He said
you never really can take
charge of a class until your
first teaching job. You do
gain teaching experience, but
are under the supervision of
another profession teacher,
he said.
"The program makes you
feel like a professional

Piling Up?

Credential openings reduced
dential candidates will be
only
150 in number as
opposed to last fall’s 170
candidates, and 220 the year
before.

The Board of Trustees
of the California State University and Colleges will
meet May 23 and 24 in the
third floor auditorium at 5670
Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles.
Committee sessions will
begin at 9:30 a.m. May 23
and 8:30 a.m. May 24. The
full board will convene at 10
a.m. May 24 and, following
a noon executive session, will
reconvene at 1:30 p.m.
For further information
contact the Public Affairs Office, (213) 938-2981, extension 231

Scott Smith explained.
These terms take on new
meaning for returning soldiers, he pointed out, because
in fighting in Southeast Asia,
the G.I. discovers the truth
of these terms as applied to
American involvement in Indochina.
Today Bay Area anti -war
protest continues with a
"people’s Blockade" of the
Oakland Army Terminal. Intended to disrupt the flow
of traffic into the base, the
action called for a picket line
at Cypress and Grand, beginning at ’7 this morning

Merit badge classes in fall

Education funds cut
Chances are thuse vicious rumors you’ve been
hearing about a big cutback
in the number of secondary
credential candidates being
accepted for the Fall 1972
semester, are half true.
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Return to Christ offered
BY CAROLE BROWN
"You go to school so you
can get an education to make
some money so you can buy
some food to get enough strength
so you can go to work to buy a
house so you can get some rest...
And when you die it was as if
you had never lived."
This quote, from a pamphlet
published by The Navigators, one
of three on -campus Christian
groups, purports to express the
thoughts of Christians everywhere. They believe life in unfulfilling, and have turned to
something better --God.
"Students are turning to
Christ now because they belive
that school is not the only way
to find fulfillment," stated Lonnie Talbot, a member of Navi"They have become
gators.
dissatisfied with their lives."
Navigators hold co-ed bible
study on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
in the C.U. Pacheco Room. At
these sessions the members
study the gospels and conduct
"The main purdiscussions.
pose of these meetings is to
share your faith with others,"
said Talbot. "We have a need
for truths and absolutes and these
meetings help us find this."
On Monday evenings at 7:30.
Bible study is held for women

only. On these nights women
get together and discuss what
has happened to them during
the week.
"We break up into groups
and talk of Christian living,"
remarked Cathy Wheat, also a
"We
member of Navigators.
sing songs and hold a Bible
study."
"At both of these meetings,
whether they be for women or
men, we try to apply Christian
principle to our everyday lives,"
remarked Talbot.
Once a month rallies are
held on Eighth Street for college
"We usually get tostudents.
gether at one person’s home,"
said Talbot. "The leader of the
group will present material out
of the Bible, and we will discuss
Christian living. We just get
together and have a good time."
Chi Alpha, another Christian
organization, is much the same
as Navigators, except that it
has its own meeting room called
The Upper Room.
The Upper Room is a pleasant place. On every wall are
posters. "God is Love," says
one poster. "Christ is Coming,"
reads another. Furnishings are
simple. Green wooden chairs
line the walls, and coffee pots
and religious material are on

large conversation tables.
"The Upper Room serves two
purposes," states Ray Dobbs,
spokesman for Chi Alpha. "It
enables Christians on campus
to get together, and allows people
who want to know about Christ
to come and talk about it."
Chi Alpha is an outreach of
the Assembly of God Church
(composed of fundamentalists and
"The
Bible -oriented people).
people in Chi Alpha are opposed
to looking at the Bible as just
a guide and not as the words of
God," said Dobbs.
Dobbs remarked that the main
goal of Chi Alpha is to preach
Jesus Christ on campus. "So
far we’ve been pretty successful, but interest has tapered off
a bit since last year. At that
time we had an Eternal Life
Celebration, and over 700 people
attended."
The Christian movement became important to Dobbs over a
year ago when he met some people
on the street who were preaching
the word of God.
"We talked together for
awhile, and then I decided to
come to the Upper Room," remarked Dobbs. "I liked what I
saw, and have been a Christian
ever since."
When Dobbs was asked why

he thinks the Christian movement is so popular today, he
replied, "You’ve got two ways
to go today. There is society
which has no absolutes, and there
is the Christian life which has
all the answers."
The Upper Room, located at
434 E. William St., San Jose,
is open every day from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. The main meeting of
Chi Alpha is held on Saturdays
at 7:30 p.m.
"At these meetings we have
discovery," commented
love
Dobbs, "this meaning we discover God’s love. We also hold
a Bible study composed of five
to eight people, held at a member’s home. Usually the people
who live in one area get together,
and so on.
"When you accept Christ into
your life, there is a big change,"
said Dobbs. "There is a desire
for real honest love."
Another Christian group on
campus is Campus Crusade,
which employs full-time college
graduates.
"Our organization is on 400
campuses and in 44 countries,"
stated Tom Madan, member and
full-time employee of Campus
"We employ more
Crusade.
than 33,000 college graduates."
There are seven full-time

staff members of Campus Crusade on the SJS campus. Meetings are held in Madan’s home
at 1854 Aberdeen Court, San
Jose, on Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
"Campus Crusade has two
different purposes that relate
to one overall objective," com"First of all
mented Madan.
we want people to know the facts
I feel most
of Christianity.
students have not rejected Christianity, only the caricature of
Second we want to teach
it.
Christians how to communicate
their faith."
Aside from the Tuesday meetings, Campus Crusade holds
smaller meetings during the week
on campus.
"The staff and students lead
smaller groups on campus. Usually these groups are composed
of three to five people. They
meet at a convenient time, and
converse."
Madan believes that there are
several reasons for the Christian Movement on campus today.
"One big reason is that
people are turning to Christ because nothing else has worked.
This includes drugs. They have
found what they are looking for
in Christianity.
"Another reason is that the
emphasis is on Christ, not re -

Study set
by panel
tomorrow

Rewards of a camp counselor include
paid vacations,corny feelings and fun

The relationship between
government and medicine
will be examined from an
international perspective tomorrow in a panel discussion
at the World Affairs Council,
406 Sutter St., San Francisco, at 5:30 p.m.
Moderator for the discussion will be Dr. Robert
Newman, an orthopedic surgeon, who is a member of
the board of trustees and
the executive ,,minittee of
the World A!:
,,incil.

By MARY DONAHUE
Camp counseling is a paid
vacation, an ego trip and a
20 -unit course in prowler
chasing and child psychology.
At times it is tummy troubling (burnt chicken a la
king), sad (homesick, disappearing, kleptomaniac
campers), or aggravating
(when the chipmunk chews up
your
last strawberry scented candle).

NEW GENESIS
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pean tours at high pay for
counselors to YMCA and
Scout camps with starting
pay at around 10 cents an
hour. Most counselors, unless they are tennis pros
who speak five languages,
will work at non-profit
camps.
Most camps need employees with special interests or talents.
Song
leaders, art majors, waterfront and small crafts in -

But a counselor seldom
remembers the bad times.
His nostalgic ego is too busy
pondering a handmade key
chain or a poem written for
"my (sent conceler."
This summer a million
kids will leave for camps,
often without extra shoes
or a rain poncho. A thousand counselors, many of
them college students, will
create replacements.
Camps range from Euro-
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structors, riflery specialists, backpackers, cooks,
nurses, handymen and nature
specialists are in demand.
They need only enjoy working
with children and have the
ability to teach their skills
to others.
Many counselors apply
for jobs out of state, and
plan to spend a few weeks
after camp traveling and
sightseeing. A typical camp
may have up to half of its
staff
from across the
country. People who travel
long distances to a camp
know they will be strangers
when they arrive. But they
can expect a new set of
friends when they leave and
invitations to "drop in and
stay with me when you get to
St. Paul."
A camp job is also virtually guaranteed to loosen
inhibitions. Counselors are
called upon to "dress up’’
for meals and skits in make
shift costumes and makeup.
A person bereft of a sense
of humor can hardly enjoy
finding the entire contents
of his tent moved in the
middle of the night to an
unknown point, or trying to
ring a wake-up bell only to
find it filled with oatmeal.
Quiet moments are also
a part of camp.
Times

I

There will be a camp
Counselors rap session.
from 12:30 to 2 p.m., C.0
Guadalupe
Room, this
Thursday.
All interested
people may attend.
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spent sitting on a rock watching a family of ducks on a
quiet lake, or around a campfire with a bunch of dirty.
tired, happy kids, may seem
a bit corny.
A counselor
sometimes sits back and
thinks "what am I doing
here?" only to find the
answer in those same corny
feelings.
Camps begin receiving
applications as early as January, filling only a few positions in June. Addresses
may be found in phone books
or advertisements in magazines such as Sunset or Sat urday Review.

ligion."
Madan became interested in
Christianity at the end of high
school. "At that time someone
shared with me the idea that I
could know Christ personally.
I spent 10 months thinking and
praying about it. I simply asked
God to come into my life.
"The changes it has made
in my life are fantastic. My
relationship with other people
has changed.
I used to think
only of myself, now I think of
others first.
My temper and
things I never had control over
before were helped through
Christ. Christianity has brought
real peace and fullfillment into
my life."
Campus
Crusade’s main
headquarters are located at Arrowhead Springs, in San Bernardino, Calif.
They publish a
magazine called "Collegiate
Challenge," issued quarterly. Its
main purpose is to spread the
word of God to Christains all
over the world.
Campus Crusade is a nonprofit organization, and its employees receive their supporf
through donations of churches
and individuals.
"We don’t want to push people
into being Christians, we want
them to come to us, ’’said Madan

I

For kid-sized appetites:

Choose your words
wisely for awards
How can words whip a
docile crowd into an angry
mob or take that crowd and
calm it down? The International Society for General
Semantics (ISGS) wants to
know.
The Kenyon Awards for
General Semantics, sponsored by the ISGS, are awarded for research and original
studies dealing with how language and symbols influence
human perception, thought
and feelings.
All college and university graduate or undergraduate students are eli-

GET
THE
JUMP!
on summer
employment
call Mr. O’Ctuin
at 7 76-302 2

gihle to win a first award
of $1,000 or one of three
$800 awards, with $500 and
$400 respectively going to
the entrant’s sponsoring
teacher.
Papers must be postmarked on or before June
30, 1973. More information
may be acquired by writing
Martha Kenyon, Chairman,
ISGS Awards Committee,
Box 2369, San Francisco.
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Hamburger, Fries, Small Pepsi."
Lean beef, broiled over an
open flame, served on a
toasted bun.
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Sunda), MAY 21, 1971 - 10:00 A.M. ’till 4:00 PM.
Newark Community Center and Park
35501 Cedar Blvd:, Newark, California
EVE__TBE: Biker, Family Camper, Backpacker, Skier.
Fisherman, Ecologist, Conservetionio.
SEE commercial displays: outdoor.wilderness eriuipment, per
and clothing.
VISIT eons rrrrr ion and ecology group exhibit,
2THEATRE1IIESENTATIttS5.
...Human Ecology Yosemite Eskerience" 16. Brown
Durham Famil)
."Month Along -John Muir Trail
on: FREE, mu:cid 25 mita for theatre presentations
656.8372
862.2309,
797.9557,
1Nta_CALL
SM/IISQ1D1 Fremont -Nevretk Hiking Club. Tn-Cliy Ennlouy
Ohtani. Audubon Sudety, Cohn of Fremont and
Recreation twos.
-.1t

Center
Newark

r

loner

Ey 1:3Intondi.

PHONE 998-2076
OUTDOOR E X PO

MAUD:
he. thpped itri4 con,
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For man-sized hungries:
Super Shef,’ Fries, Large Pepsi!
A quarter-pound of lean beef,
flame-broiled, topped
with pickles, onions,
tomatoes, cheese,
catsup, dressing, and
fresh lettuce.

Regularly $1.17
20% Discount
With ASI Card

1 urlyle
Sla Or,iont ii.4.1
vItevon
aita

buccief

We always treat you right,

SAN JOSE - 41h& San Fernando. Across
from the library.
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Golfers suffer letdown in PCAA tourney
By KEITH PETElis
Sports Editor
The SJS gull squad, battling back from an insurmountable first day deficit,
failed in its bid to capture
the PCAA golf championships yesterday in Fresno.
The Spartans even failed
to get second or third.
"It was kind of a dis-

appointing
performance,"
said a discouraged Jerry
Vroom, after watching his
charges struggle to a fourth
place finish.
"We just had too much
to make up after that first
day."
The first day of play
that included 36 holes oil
play at the Sunnyside Country

Club, was too much for the
Spartans.
Battling some eratic
play, SJS soared to a 601
team total, 14 strokes of
the pace set by defending

champ and eventual winner we’ll improve our game and
San Diego State.
finish better than fourth."
"It’s been a discouraging
The Spartan linkmen did
tournament for us so far," Improve their game, but by
said Vroom after the first only one stroke.
day’s fiasco
’’Hopefully
"We really didn’t pI.iv

said VEUU111
well at all,
"except for the play of
sophomore Dean May."
May, after firing rounds
of 71 and 74 for a 145
total, had a chance to tie
tor the individual title.
"Dean had a six foot
putt on the last hole to tie
related
for the lead,"
Vroom," but he missed it."
The missed putt closed

out May’s round with a 72
for a three -round total of
217.
Mike Reehl of Long Beach
State and Lon Hinkle of San
Diego went on to a sudden
death playoff, with Reehl
winning the individual title
with a par on the extra hole.
Reehl’s performance
helped Long Beach to a third
place finish at 897 strokes

Fresno State took second
with 896 while the Aztecs
swept the title with 891.
SJS’ fourth place total ended
up at 904, 13 strokes of f
the Pace.
"We played well all
year," said Vroom, recounting the Spartans’ fine season
mark of 11-1-1.
"But I
guess this just wasn’t our
week."
It was a tough week not
only as a team, but for individuals as well.
Roger Maltbie, the senior
long -ball hitter, started the
two-day tournament off the
worst way possible. He had
his car broken into Sunday
night and all his golf equipment stolen.
Phil Barry, after blistering his feet during the 36
holes on Monday, played the
final round yesterday in his
hare feet.
Next on the docket for
V room ’s golfers is the NCAA
championships
in
Cape
Coral, Florida during the
third week of June.

USED
PORTABLES
$25
and up

Photos by Al I- r

Sophomore Dean Maypaced Spartans

Senior Dean Eddie (left) putts out

Senior Roger Maltbie--had equipment stolen

9.
a.
Student rates on
sales, service
and rentals
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SJS grid realitylong summer of work ahead

By JAY GOLDBERG
The SJS varsity football
squad will have a long hard
summer of work ahead of it.
All the Spartan gridders
who participated in the Alumni -Varsity
tussle learned
this fact in their embaras’sing 7-0 loss to the Alums.
"Maybe it was better that
we lost be seven, instead
of winning by 40. The players were given something to
think about and should be
easier to coach. psychologi-

cally," said Spartan coach
Dewey King.
One of the most important
factors King extracted from
the game is that he will go
with a quarterback -rotation
system.
"I will go with two quarterbacks
until
someone
proves
otherwise," said
King.
There are three field
generals on the Spartan roster.
Sophomores Craig

Kimball and Brian Shelby,
along with junior Travis
McMichael make up the QB
corps.
Several times sophomore
wide receiver Ike McBee beat
his defender by a few steps.
The ball was there, but it
hit has hands and he dropped
them.
"When someone beats his
defender, he has to catch the
ball," King succinctly said.
King attributed the varsity’s one week layoff from

Spring drills as a factor len assisted King with Spring
in
Saturday’s sparkless drills, besides playing under
King for three -years.
showing by the offense.
"We had to recruit, so we
"They knew every move
gave the men a week off,’ we were going to make,"
King said.
King analyzed.
"They (the offense) never
SJS also used a limited ofre -gained their explosivefense due to the fact many
ness they had."
of the players who competed
The Alumni had ex- were inexperienced and 11
perience on their side, be- first and second string playsides age.
ers had been excused or inDefensive specialists jured.
Dick Adams and John McMilCoaches from Santa Clara

Baseball recruiting underway
With the 1972 baseball
season reduced to a pile of
clippings and statistics in
Spartan head coach Gene
Menges’ files, the process of
recruiting has once again
seized his undivided attention.
"I’m just starting to recruit," Menges stated. "I
visited three schools yesterday and I will continue to
recruit until the deadline."
The reason for this recruiting, which has Menges

and his aides scouring the
Bay Area for athletes, is
quite obvious. The end of
the season brings graduation.
Five members of the varsity
have run out of alloted playing time, in college togs anyway.
Three starters left fielder Al Ariza; catcher Timmy
Day and center fielder Brian
Nakamoto, all of whom set
career records at SJS, will
leave quite a void to fill.
Dave Imwa Ile, starting

Soccer benefit
slated for tonight
A benefit soccer doubleheader for Cystic Fibrosis
will be held tonight in Spartan Stadium at 6.
SJS battles a strong British American Club in the
featured game. The preliminary matches two Sunday
League powerhouses, San
Jose Grenadiers and the
Portuguese Athletic Club.
Ticket prices are $1.25
for general admission and
50 cents for all students.

Spring competition has
been tough for the SJS
varsity, in hopes of achieving
a national crown this fall.
The star-studded alumni
barely won a 2-1 decision and
the U.S. Olympic team had
all it could handle before
winning 3-1 in a tuneup for
the Mexico match.
Stanford felt the SJS
wrath, 8-0, and cancelled out
of a scheduled rematch,

pitcher with a 10-9 mark on
the season, is leaving along
with spot players, Pete
Jensen and Mike Costanzo.
The frosh-soph doesn’t
appear to be a hot bed for
talent this year, therefore
it is important for Menges
to send out his recruiters
to the local high schools.
"There are several outstanding players in the Valley and on the Peninsula,"
Menges confided. "If I can
land some of these guys we
are going after, we will be
stronger next season."
The process is made easier by the caliber of ball
played at SJS, as well as the
opposition the Spartans face.
"There is such an interest
in our program," Menges
said, "that is makes recruiting a lot easier."
Speculation has it that
hurler Don
sophomore
Orndorff, an equally talented
basketball player, will sit
out this coming cage season
In order to concentrate on
pitching. Orndorff could certainly move into the starting rotation and fill the vacancy created by Imwalle.

"lf he (Orndorff) concentrates on pitching next year,"
Menges noted, "he will be
He
a real fine prospect.
was just starting to get in
shape as the season came to
an end."
Just because the 1972
baseball season is histroy,

FINAL BASEBALL STATISTICS
Overall

roids 15-’7 in the only other
game.
The Techtonics edged
Theta Chi 12-11 in extra innings to advance in the slow pitch playoffs. The deciding
run was scored in the eighth
frame.
Co-Rec sports continue
until Friday, May 26. Swimming, gymnastics, badminton, volleyball, basketball
and weight training can stilt

EUROPEAN DELIVERY ON BMW CARS I BIKES
Going to Europe? San Jose BMW
offers European delivery at substantial savings. Osa your new BMW
car or bike while you arein Eur
ope and brine it back with you
when you return.

JOSE BMW
1438 S. 1st.
Sales

830 to 6:10 Daily, Service

2 92- 7 707
to 4,30 Mon

thru Fr

G
47
40
49
47
44
05
49
48
29
23

Al Anna
John Urn
Brian Nakamoto
Dennis Smith
Mark (oilman
Tim Day
Torn Elliott
Mark Carroll
Oscar Hopper
Pete Jensen

AB
156
143
155
158
137
142
159
157
60
53

R
33
21
23
20
22
21
19
23
8
7

pitching
G GS CG W
8
0 0
3
6
1 0
2
16 13 5 10
14
3 1
2
13
7 3
4
13 12 0
5
7
7 4
2
<I
I 1
1

Tim Cunningham
Don Orndorff
Dave linwalle
Kris Sorensen
Jeff Gingrich
Mike Rusk
Mike Terry
Stcvp Hy, IL I,

H
54
46
47
47
40
41
41
37
15
18

28 38 HR
5
3
1
2
1
1
7
2
6
8
2
3
3
1
1
14
0
1
8
2
1
6
1
1
2
0
0
4
0
2

RBI
13
9
30
19
22
20
21
17
8
13
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football program," King said. I.
"For some reason or the e
other, past coaches have 410:
alienated the Alumni."
ite

71 E. San Fernando 31
8:30-5:30 Daily

9-4 Saturday

4

4
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BREAKA D
WITH FRIENDS
Enjoy our fabulous cheese &
meat fondues. Converse with a good
friend over a cool glass of wine.
Relax & laugh with our mellow
entertainers.

’THE GARRET’
AT THE PRIJNEYARD
IN CAMPBELL
No cover
no 11110in-unit
OPEN 11AM DAIL

AVG
346
.322
.303
297
.292
290
.258
.236
250
340

R
PREPARATION FOR SUMMER

LSAT
GRE ATGSB

KICK BACK THIS WEEKEND
AND READ A GOOD BOOK!

NOW ENROLLING
or
reouireo ter adm.svan td.
,nsi graduate school%
srwon

c.f..,

%mailer 0,0005

Lrg.m,ted tape le%Suas tor revpere
our.,
nog,

be enjoyed in the Mens’ and
Womens’ Gyms.
Softball team captains can
pick up their forfeit fees tomorrow in the A.S. Business
Office

3

L 11. ER R H SO ERA
0
16
2
4 10 16 131
1
20
5
9 15 22 228
4 104 31 41 99 83 265
3
03 13 20 38 21 270
3
62 19 27 58 38 2.80
2
80 25 33 61 91 281
3
50 18 20 36 30 324
3
38 14 18 34 32 332

[i]

Intramurals
Fast -pitch and slow -pitch
playoffs continue through today with the latter’s champion traveling to Stanford on
Saturday for a 4p.m. contest.
In fast -pitch action Monday, Sigma Chi outlasted the
South
Side
Boys
10-7
as Robby Robertson cracked
a grand slam in the fifth
inning and Gary Bowser made
a
fantastic game -ending
catch in centerfield. The
Hailers clobbered the Hem-

don’t think that Menges can
sit back and rest on last season’s accomplishments.
There are between 40 and
50 high schools in Santa Clara
County alone. That should
give you an idea of the task
confronting Menges and company this summer.

(the entire staff) and Fresno
State were also present.
"I hope they go back this
summer thinking they will
beat the sox off us," said
King.
Santa Clara is the most
concerned since they re -new
its inter -county rivalry on
the gridiron Sept. 9 at Spartan Stadium.
One thing the visiting
coaches will have a tough
tome solving is how to crack
the Spartan defense.
Dave Chaney and Brodie
Greer are gone, but a good
number of their playmates
aren’t. Including one middle linebacker,
Emanuel
Armstrong. Armstrong put
in a strong performance as
did defensive tackle Seymour
Jones.
For the last five years
the Varsity has scrimmaged
amongst themselves.
This year the Spartans did
not have enough depth to
play an intra squad game.
"The real purpose of an
Alumni game is to get the
Alumni involved with the

4
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STANLEY H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Bestsellers
Since 1938

IN SAN JOSE AREA (408) 275-8374
E.i

1

Jet Charter Flights
London from $125.00 one way,
one year time limit on return.
East & West Coast departures & arrivals.
Charters to Orient, Far East,
Africa thru London.

Air Flight Consultants
(415) 771-3331 San Francisco

(paperback)

BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE, by Brown Bantam
THE FEMALE EUNUCH, by Germaine Greer Bantam
GB,
by Leon Uris
Bantam
THE OTHER,
by Thomas Tryon
Fawcett
PASSIONS OF THE MIND,
by Irving Stone
Signet

1.95
1.9.5
1.50
1.25
1.95

Bestsellers (hardback)
JONATHAN L IVINGSTON SEAGULL, by R. Bach Macmillan 4.95
IDENTITY SOCIETY,
by Wm. Glasser Harper & Row 5.95
BEYOND FREEDOM & DIGNITY by B. Skinner Knopf 6.95
I’M OK, YOU’RE OK, by Thomas Harris Harper & Row 5.95
THE WORD,
by Irving Wallace
Simon & Schuster 7.95

BETWEEN THE LINES
Spatian Coaksiote
"IN THE COLLEGE UNION"

A
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’Clockwork’s’ electronic music

Moog flops

Coltrane concert
Jazz star Alice Coltrane will appear in concert Saturday
at 8 p.m. in the Men’s Gym along with violinist Michael
White and saxaphonist John Klemmer.
All tickets are $2 and are available it the A S Business
Office and Discount Records.

By J.D. SAL VATORE
Featured
in
Stanley
Kubrick’s film "Clockwork
Orange" is the electronic
music
created by Walter
Carlos of "Switched On Bach"
fame.
Mixed around the moog
are the film’s renowned classical pieces, such as Beethoven’s "Ninth Symphony" and
Rossini’s "Thieving Magpie." Sir Walter Elgar’s
"Pomp and Circumstance -March No. 1," however, is
definitely the best music in
the album in spite of its unsinkable memories of graduation exercises.
It seems moog virtuosos
are attempting to do away
with music and use electron -

Propaganda film fest today
A Department of Defense
Prugaganda Film Festival
will be held today in Morris
Dailey Auditorium from noon
to 3 p.m, Admission is free.
108
(Dr.
Philosophy
Philip Jacklin), sponsor of
the show, has obtained five
currently circulating films
from the San Francisco Presidio, Audio Visual Support
Center.

To be shown: "Defense
Against Enemy Propaganda,"
-1957; "Challenge of Ideas,"
analyzing basic idealogical
differences between Commuunism and "the American
Way" -196l; "Freedom and
You," affirmation of "the
American Way" - 1965;
"Communism," showing the
objectives, concepts,
strengths and weaknesses of

Communism -1967; "Know
Your Enemy - The Viet
Cong-1968.
According to Dr. Jacklin,
"These films are offered as
evidence that the Pentagon is
misusing defense budget
funds in producing and distributing them, in violation of
Congress and directives of
the DOD."

Music scholarships awarded
at annual Honours Assembly
eaturing 17 scholarships to incoming freshmen,
the SJS Music Department
held its annual Honours Assembly yesterday in the Con-

cert Hall
Faculty awards and several memorial scholarships
accounted for the 17 donations to incoming students.
Department
Chairman,

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
LOW RATES

Get your car ready for spring

SILVA

SINCE 1936
295 8968

smog service
air conditioning
lubrication
brake service
wheel alignment
78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE

Dr. Gibson Walters, gave
the
outstanding
student
awards to current SJS students, Ronald Gerard, vocal
performance; Brant Woodconducting; David
ward,
Chapman, instrumental performance; Ruth Fern Denison, history and literature;
Scott Grunsted, music education; and Neil Ritland, outstanding freshman.
Senior Ray C ult re r a
received the outstanding student award, and was also
awarded a month’s all expenses paid study of the violin on the West or East coast.
Deborah Howard and
Priscilla Worthington both
received $100 grants, during
the assembly.

ics as a poor excuse. Its
unreal, sadistic complexities
make too artificial an atfor listening.
mosphere
Carlos’ moog no longer bends
the mind as it did with Bach.
"March From a Clock Work Orange," used effectively in the X-rated flick,
is nothing more than a waste
It
of time in the album.
loses reality about halfway
through and becomes meaningless.
The masters amply show
how far they were ahead of
their times especially when
Carlos attempts to imitate
"William Tell Overture."
It’s a flop as is most electronic music.
When a musical group
disbands and one of the members decides to strike out
on his own, there is always
some speculation as to his
chances for survival as a
single.
This is particularly true
when the group is as

renowned as Peter, Paul and
Mary.
Peter Yarrow may never
be able to completely disassociate his name from
those of his two ex -partners,
but in his new Warner Bros.
album entitled "Peter," he
has proven that he can truly
stand alone as a performer.
The voice is that same
warm, spirited sound which
many of us grew up listening
to.
The songs are mostly
folk and well-chosen for the
voice.
"River of Jordan" is reminiscent of the folk sound and
style which is characteristic
But there is
of PP&M.
no wanting for more voices
on songs such as "Goodbye
Josh," a tribute to Josh
White, and the soft love song,
"Wings of Time."
"Don’t Ever Take Away
My Freedom" is one of thy
best freedom songs to arrive,
even in a time when such
tunes have become passe.

Gospel play at Stanford
Stanford University’s African and Afro-American
Studies Program is presenting Langston Hughes’ musical gospel play "Tamborines

TV replaces emotion
By STEPHANIE CURTIS
Special to the Daily
Would the President of
the United States quote a
moron in a national election address?
Quite possibly according to the winner of the
1969 National Book Award,
Jerzy Kosinski in his third
"Being
There."
novel
Kosinski is an astute critic
of the American scene: he
came here from Poland in
1957 and earned his masters degree in both history and political science.
He was awarded a Guggenheini Fellowship for creative writing and subsequently taught at Princeton
University and is now a
Professor of Dramatic
Prose and Criticism at Yale
University.
"The media is the message" is a hackneyed cliche
that Kosinski takes to its
furthest point in absurdity
to make a powerful statement on the intra-personal
affects of the media in
American life.
Ideas and emotions have
been replaced in the techno-

cratic society by half-hour
programming on television.
Chance, the hero, is a
moronic gardener living in
harmony with nature; his
purity is marred only by the
television images he perceives as his own. Chance’s
idyllic existence comes to
an abrupt halt when the owner of the estate dies and the
executors find no provision
for him in the will.
E.E. Rand, a sexually
frustrated society woman
married to a prominent financier, takes Chance in and
introduces him to the world
of politics. Chance honestly responds to their queries about his background
but E.E. and her husband
misconstrue honesty for
humility, thinking he is a
very wise man. When
Chance tells them he is
a gardener, Mr. Rand assumes he is speaking metaphorically.
The President asks
Chance what he thinks of
the economic situation to
which he utters a response
about the seasons of the
garden. Chance is quoted

on TV and it is the start
of international popularity
which culminates in a vice
presidential nomination for
Chance.
The interactions between Chance and the other
characters,
all
highly
placed people, area society
that has lost the ability to
see beneath the surface of
a presentable image. When
E.E. tries to seduce the
impotent Chance, who tells
her he wouldlike to"watch"
E.E.
she accepts what
seems perverted and falls
in love with him. Another
adventure with a homosexual shows the desper
ation of those who will pet
form perversion fora moron who has never seen it
on TV.
"Being There" is an altogether powerful and artistic work because it poses
the problems inherent in a
society that sees only the
images of politics and Si"

to Glory" in Stanford’s Dinkelspiel Auditorium.
The play opens May 23
at 8 p.m., and continues May
24, 25, 27, and 29. There
will be a special 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday, May 28. Tickets are $3 general and $2
students and can be purchased at Tresidder Box Offide on the campus. Reservations can be made a day in
advance by calling 321-2300
extension 3782 between 12
and 3 p.m.
The play, set in the
streets and churches of Harlem, depicts a classic struggle between good and evil.

Classic Japanese ghost movie
featured today in Morris Dailey
LOW ON CASH?
Today’s Wednesday Cinema will feature "Kwaidan,"
a ghost classic filmed in Japan during the mid -60s an a
Cannes Film Festival winner.
The film will be shown today in Morris Dailey at 3:30
p.m. and 8 p.m.
The
four-part story,
directed by Masaki Kobav-

NEED A JOB?

Amateur
Topless!!
Tonight
miAss HAIL

ashi, features terrifying
ghosts and wakens the viewer
to an unsuspecting world of
lyrical mysticism and fantasy, according to many critics.
One theme features the
revenge of a poverty stricken samarai warrior who
wakes up to discover he was
sleepinc with a skeleton in

Foothill holds
film festival

Foothill College will hold
its 11th annual film festival
May 18-21 in the school’s
theater.
The festival sponsored by
Foothill College’s Associated Students, is the oldest
independent film festival on
the West Coast.
Film-makers will this
year be competing for the
lion’s share of $3,000 in prize
money that will go to the best
film shown.
Films will be screened at

760 MI VIEW-AL VISORD

$25 to 1st Prize
$15 JUST FOR EFFORT
l’ Id! :Hui

DIRECTOR

N Y FdrnCrIENs Awards

(X

stead of his wife. In one of
the more frightening subplots a fearless samarai does
battle with a materialized
ghost.
In another one of the
epic’s plots a musician is
liberated from ancient spirits

Recital date
correction;
now June 1
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6 and 9 p.m. ’Thursday and Ervin, previously scheduled
AMERICA’S FIRST
Friday, at noon, 3 and 8p.m. for tomorrow night, has been
X RATE CARTOON
on Saturday and noon, 3 and moved to June 1 at 8:15 p.m.
FHITZ THE I,
in the Concert Hall. Ad8 p.m. on Sunday.
--s(d
Seminars dealing with as - mission is tree.
pacts of the film in today’s
society will be held in con junction with the festival
Topics will include "The In
pact of Video on Film," "The
Direction of Today’s Expert.
mental Film-makers" and
"The Image of Women in
Lis
..."ISADORE’S has five
Films". The seminars will
drawings nightly (Mon -Wed)..
be held at 4 p.m. Friday,
giving four
FREE Plankhouse
6:30 p.m. Saturday and 6 p.m
dinners each time! Also, big
Locations for the
Sunday.
seminars will be announced
happenings....May 7th.
MIA,
at the festival programs.
May 14th.
THOUGHT, May 21st
All afternoon screenings
- BLUES EXCHANGE. and May 28th
carry a $1 admission charge,
=56 ROCK AND ROLL!
American
while the pre -Sunday evening
Headband appearing nightly!
shows are $2. Sunday’s 8
ISADORE’S...next to the Plankhouse
p.m. admission, which in3830 Stevens Creek Blvd. ,San Jose.
cludes the awards presenYou’ll always start it at ISADORE’
tation, is $2.50
..even if you finish it someplace
elsel...thanx for listening."

YELLOW SUBMARINE
WED & THURS AT 8 35
1/2 HR LATER
ON FRI & SAT

The Devil, played by Reginald Ishman, everges as a
most likable character, in
spite of his occupation.
Student actors, musicians
and dancers will participate
in the production as part of
the Afro-American Workshop in the Performing Arts.
Professor John Cochran,
of Stanford’s Drama Department, and an experienced actor, director and producer in
professional theatre, television and films, will direct.
All proceeds from this
production will go toward the
development of a Black Cultural Center at Stanford.
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Hire an exotic dancer

Study excuses climb
Brighten up your party
when finals approach

By JIM MURPHY
Judging by the interest
in such diverse entertainments as topless -bottomless
shows, X-rated films and
nude model photo studios,
it seems that within the heart
of every man there lurks
the desire to indulge in some
libido- loosening .
Add to this desire an
atmosphere of privacy, combine it with a couple of recent ads in the Spartan Daily
("Add excitement to your
next party. Call Brandy.
266-2167" and "Have a wild
untamed beauty vibrate at
your private party. Call
Kitten at 294-2995. Ask for
Rm. 19.") and you have a
sparked imagination which
conjures up sensual images
and words like "hubbahubba" and "whoopee."
Gosh, you can actually
call them, uh, gee, what
can you say, uh...,gee...
"Guys are nervous when
they call," confides Brandy.
An
attractive brown
haired, blue eyed 32 -year old, Brandy makes dancing
at private parties her secondary income. When not doing
parties, she works at Jake’s
Topless bistro on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from noon to
6 p.m.
"I’ve received lots of
phone calls in reply to the
ad," Brandy said, "and
mostly they come from guys
who are just curious. I also
get calls from guys who just
want to talk."
Occasionally, though,
some crank calls have fit -

Jim Mu phy

Brandy--a dandy of an exotic dancer
tered through. "I’ve gone on
two wild goose chases so
far," Brandy said. "and ass
result I ask definite questions about the person who
hires me and I ask for his
phone number."
Aside from the flies in

EUROPE

the ointment, Brandy has
been doing very well in her
private party business. "I
recently did a dorm party
over at SJS. (Royce Hall.)
They had a table, black lights
and some black light posters
and it was really great. The

audiencu
great and they
were fun to dance for. The
only problem was noise."
Brandy’s dancing technique is a simple one: She
does some basic go-go stuff
to taped music and, as the
night and the party wear on,
she takes it off, "slow and
sensual."
Brandy got into her present work of dancing through
a varied and interesting
route. Starting off as an
art model ("My first time
nude in front of other
people," she laughs), she
went to the free beaches,
and participated in the
amateur topless nights at
From there
local clubs.
came the job at Jake’s and
the idea for private parties.
If by this point you’ve
decided that Brandy is just
the person you’d like to invite to your next party,
here’s the clincher: She
charges $25 an hour. If
you can get enough people
to show up and make contributions, no sweat. However, her roommate comes
along to make sure everything’s cool and that there’s
no hanky-panky.
Why does she do the dancing? "I really dig people.
It’s fun to watch the looks
on the guy’s faces as I dance.
They have a mellow look
about them and it’s really
neat.
"I think the answer to
why people enjoy my dancing,
and why I enjoy ping it, is
that people are just looking
for a good time and I’d
like to help them find it."

By LINNEA SMITH
With finals coming up, "I really have to
get to my studying," is almost a cliche.
So are the excuses. There always seems
to be one reason for not hitting the books.
First, the desk needs to be cleared of
bills, overdue book slips and stale cookies.
This project, if handled thoroughly, could
pass a whole evening’s time, especially
with the rationalization that it will create
the perfect study center.
By the next afternoon the desk may be
free of dust, but the mind isn’t. It’s time
to write those long overdue letters to Great Aunt Lillie, thanking her for the handknit
mittens she sent last Christmas.
The letter done, it’s necessary to take a
short trip to the post office, with a slight
by-pass to the pie -house or the ice cream
shop.
And, of course, the laundry that has
piled up all semester suddenly inspires
its wearer into a fit of cleanliness. Several
hours can be washed away at the laundry
room, especially with a beer in hand.
At nearly zero hour that panicky feeling
of impending doom suddenly stuns the parttime scholar (though full-time student).
An objective look around the "humble
abode" indicates that the environment is the
key to the whole problem. How can anyone
study in such a place of distraction?
This is the place where the phone constantly rings.
If it doesn’t, it might be
broken, thereby making frequent outgoing
calls a necessity.
Besides this, other
distractions lurk in the forms of a refrigerator, a television, and the stereo.
With the unearthing of the problem, the
student sets out for campus, determined
to steep himself in the proper atmosphere.
He remembers that there are always
dozens of students on the lawn. If this is
part of the college atmosphere, then certainly
he can study here. He plops down, and though

the sun sheds plenty of light on the subject,.
it also lulls the reader to sleep. This
leaves the truth in the book, for no osmosis
can occur from book to brain.
After a short nap of an hour or more,
the student plods sadly towards the College
Union.
The big chairs offer plenty of
room and the lamps provide adequate light.
Heading for the lower level, another conspirator is discovered, a television. The
well -disciplined student allows himself to
watch only one show before climbing the
striped -carpet road to the next level. He is
confronted with the biggest distraction yet -pool, ping-pong and bowling. Furthermore,
with the energy it takes to bowl a few lines,
a pizza -run becomes necessary.
After dinner, the knowledge -seeker tries
the College Union again. Wandering through
the cafeteria, the listening room, and the
art gallery, the student can see that his is
not the place for a serious studier like himself.
He slinsk slowly over to the library,
and finds just enough change to buy a candy
bar, should any be left in the vending
machines.
Then, before he can slip between the
closing elevator doors, the lights blink off
and on while a buzzer rings.
With horror, the student realizes that it
must be closing time and therefore all his
efforts in absorbing the proper atmosphere
have been wasted.
But hark! The lights of the Reserve
Book Room shine brightly on the sidewalk
while other SJS-ers read their books.
Stepping inside, the occasional intellectual
finds that his place stays open an hour more
than the main library. Settling down at a
table, the student smiles to himself, proud
that he is studying at last. He thinks to
himself, "just an hour and then I’ll have
earned a break. And, anyway, a good night’s
sleep is always better than an all -night’s
worth of cramming."

Police nab
o ld-timer
for theft
Campus police arrested
an 86 year -old man for attempting to steal a bicycle
earlier this week.
Arrested for petty theft
was Lonnie Henderson.
Police discovered Henderson tampering with the
chain of a three speed boy’s
bike belonging to SJS student
Henry Guss of 347 E. San
Fernando St.
police were
Campus
originally alerted to the area
when a man fitting Henderson’s description was reported breaking into a red
1964 Chevrolet parked on
the corner of Ninth and San
Fernando Streets. The car,
belonging to Reginald
Reboca, of Fremont, showed
no signs of forced entry.
Police discovered Henderson one block west of the
car on Guss’s porch trying
to remove the chain by pulling
it against a wooden
support post.
Henderson claimed that
both the bicycle and the car
were his.

ANIS
SKETCH
OUTDOORS
in today for Our FREE
Come
monthly how -to-do it magas..
TODAY’S ART.
It will show you
how to enjoy sketchong and paint mg outdoors
The equipment you
will need plus everything else to
help you get started.
Supply
limited So come in today

Future of higher education in California

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
Flights M1 Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members

Vasconcellos explores issues
By JOYCE KRIEG
Special to the Daily
A tired and seemingly-
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preoccupied Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos explored
the issue of the day in a question- and -answer session
that revolved in and around
the future of higher education in California.
The San Jose Democrat,
chairman of the Joint Committee on the Master Plan
for Higher Education, was
speaking to some 60 SJS
New College -American
Studies Department students
in Centennial Hall yesterday
morning.
His appearance
was -sponsored by the two
departments.
"I’d like to take the
money we put into higher
education and give it to the
students so they can buy
the kinds of experiences they
want," said Vasconcellos,
one of the most liberal and
controversial figures in the
Assembly.
"There’s no use to have
all students come to a
campus to be put ins mold,"
he continued, speaking softly
and slowly over the grind of
a lawnmower outside. Instead, ideas such as the
external degree program,
where students study on their
own rather than on a campus,
should be implemented.
Vasconcellos’s committee began holding hearings
last year to decide how
to alter the master plan,
the scheme that coordinates
the universities, colleges
and community colleges in
the state. He predicted the
committee will come up with

Ain CriCit

a more flexible plan for
governing the three systems.
Education. Vasconcellos

John Vasconcellos
believes, should "facilitate
discovery of who we are -foster self -realization- -it
should be a liberating experience."
At times, the 40 -year old legislator seemed to have
doubts that the educational
system would be able to
survive.
"I think that as
long as the Pentagon spends
$80 billion to kill people,
there’ll be no money for
education. People think we
(the legislators) have a
magic touch on money and,
like, we don’t have it.
I
don’t know what we’re going
to do "

Although he spoke often
of the need to change the
structure of institutions,
Vasconcellos cautioned against believing "if things
outside will change, then I’ll
be a good teacher, then I’ll
be a good person."
As several students nodded in agreement, Vasconcellos used university status
for state colleges as an example of "a shallow goal.
I finally voted for it last
time around to take away
the crutch. Now that we’re
a university, are you going
to be a better teacher?"
In response to students’
questions, Vasconcellos
commented on:
Vietnam: "If you can’t
change the president’s mind,
get a new president." An
outspoken dove, Vasconcellos said he is planning a
candle -light vigil on the
steps of the capitol tentatively for Memorial Day.
The presidential race:
"I found it very hard last
time to support Hubert Humphrey. I have trouble seeing myself supporting him
now.
"Humphrey would be a
better president than
Richard Nixon.
If it’s a
Humphrey -Nixon race, I bet
there will be a third party
movement, and if McGovern
leads it, I can see myself
supporting it. (Vasconcellos
has endorsed McGovern.)
But if McCarthy is leading
it, I couldn’t.
He doesn’t
turn me on at all."
Abortion: "I don’t believe in abortion. I really
question the customs that
allow someone to evaluate
the quality of some other
life. I don’t think my liberation entails someone else’s
extinction."
Several students objected
strongly and one commented,
"It seems to bc really bar -

baric to bring an unwanted
child into the world--"
"Rather than kill it?"
finished Vasconcellos.
The effect of the
Wallace shooting on the
presidential race: "People
in the country are in such
an undefinable moodpredictions don’t mean anything.
I think the middle has dropped out of America," with
people either wanting to
change institutions or bring
them back to the way they
were many years ago.
Operation
SHARE:
Funding for the 5.15 -based
child tutoring program will
be tight, but the state will
probably appropriate the
needed money.
Proposition 9, the
Clean Environment Act:
"I’m wary that maybe it
goes too far, but I’m also
wary of all the people
against it --big money coming together." He has taken
no stand.
Lounging on a table at
the front of the room, Vasconcellos took time to make
some predictions about his
own future in politics.
He said he doesn’t think
he’d ever want to run for
Congress or U.S. Senate.
"I’m just into feeling like
I’d want to be here’ rather
than Washington D.C.
Vasconcellos said he
thinks he would be unhappy
in Congress because it takes
at least 10 years to build
up seniority to be influential.
He also said he doesn’t want
to lose contact with the
friends he has in San Jose.
Concerning the race this
year for his re-election,
Vasconcellos said he has no
fears about winning the primary. The Democratic opposition, Jim Brescoll, "is
a good friend of mine."
Vasconcellos and Brescoll
were roommates several

years ago.
And the general elec:
"Too soon to tell." was the
only comment he would
make.
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TWO GREAT NIGHTS
IN OAKLAND COLISEUM STADIUM
FRIDAY

JUNE 9--B PM

Ray Charles / Ike & Tina
Turner / B.B. King / Stan
Getz / Jimmy Smith Jam
Session with Kenny Burrell, Clark Terry, Joe Newman, Roy Haynes, Zoot
Simms.
Illinois Jacquet,
Louis Bellson

SATURDAY, JUNE 10

Fl PM

Nina Simone / Donny
Hathaway / Miles Davis /
Les McCann / The Gices
of Jan with Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk,
Sonny Stitt, Art Blakey, Kai
Winding, Al McKibbon

ilsisets Coliseum (4)67E001, In OaklandSherman Clay 5444.5575E lay Ticket
43.16001. L4/I hoc Office (164-02551; Fremont.11ookrnark I/9140101, also
Son dose lles OffIce 12441140E Peninsula les Office IES4-2600/, ASUC Sc.
Otfic (612.1125); SF Elownfesse Center (273.2020: lay Area Urban League
SOSO), ALL MACY’S end ell Coliseum Aspecies. Mail orders ham: COO.
SEUM BOX OFFICE Nimita Fromm 5 He. ember . es Road Oakland 84521

You can earn easy money, every month during school,
for doing nearly nothing Beetleboards of America will
paint your car FREE. in incredible fashion, and pay you
for driving it around as usual. Theft practically all there
is to it. For the lull story, write immediately to:
Beetleboards of America, Inc.
7785 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90046
1 Tradwrnark of The Coca.Cola Company
2 Trademark of Lew Stresses & Co
3 Trade-rnerk 01 Anheusw-Busch Inc
Elsetleboards of ArWerCe Inc milles no claim of eedorsemenl. accuracy Of
approval by any compeniee whose logos. elldeolirks Ot COOrrElhtsd Ow,k rosy b Oiseleyed or listed 1110..1 f101 has any such company
subscribed /or the services or Beetipoards ol Amen. Inc at Of the IMO
PO1.111011 011his advertisement
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HOUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB CO-ED
JUST OFF CAMPUS EXPL FOOD,
LINEN & MAID SERV PARKING,
COLOR T V . INSIDE COURTYARD
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED20.50/
MEALS OPTIONAL 10.50/wk,
wk
Ph. 293-7374 202 S 11 St.
STUDENT RENTALS
3 & 4 Bedrooms
urnished Houses
1 Baths
Furnished Apts di Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty. 295 No 10th
Call 297 2410
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. share
5 bdrm house with 4 others. Part
Turn very nice with large backyard
960/mo 293-1544 or drop by 288 S
12th
COUPLES -1 Bdrm Apt. Turn. $123
Summer rates avail June -August
627 S 991 St
BAY WINDOW ROOM for rent in
large house Summer only Sunny,
cheerful with cool breeze 580 Call
Jeanine 998-2993

And when you graduate,

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm apt well -maintained
Quiet bldg , pool. Recently painted
and carpeted $150 my Resident owner. 466 S 5th #1, 286-0944

what will you do with
the new world?

Campus Review
By ADENRELE IPOSU
The tilt, saying that examination is not a tiur lust Ut
man’s ability is hardly reassuring, because in the absence
of any other criteria, students are stuck with examinations
and, of course, grades.
Grades put much academic pressure on students and
sometimes students who perform exceptionally well academically are not rewarded with an "A." What is more,
grades "tend to encourage laziness rather than creativity."
This was the view of the Academic Senate of State
University of New York at Albany (SUNYA) when three
years ago it instituted the Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
grading system as a way "to relieve academic pressure,
to encourage student creativity and to make the grading
process more fair and equitable."
A survey early this year by the Senate Committee on
Academic Standing revealed that the S/U grading adversely
affected the chances of SUNYA graduates being admitted to
medical and dental schools because deans of graduate
schools preferred letter grades to pass/fail grades when
reviewing applications.
Closer to home, Albany’s own graduate departments
don’t like pass/fail grades. According to J. Fredricks
Volkwein, assistant dean of graduate studies, "most applicants to graduate degree programs at SUNY Albany
would be well advised to limit the number of S/U type
of courses to less than 25 per cent overall and to the
freshman and sophomore years if possible."
The effect of the grading system at Western Washington
State College in Bellingham, Washington is that it no longer
is the protective umbrella for GPA, since the Western
State Academic Council established the pass/fail system in
April 1969.
The ad hoc committee set up to evaluate the grading
system found that students stated that their primary
reason for electing pass/fail grading was to protect their
grade point average and that protection is supported by
their performance."
The paradox of the pass/fail system at Western State
is that even with a 4.0 PGA, a student can "flunk out"
because of "low scholarship." The original policy stipulating that a grade of "D" or better was considered pass no
longer pertained.
The cutoff point for pass is now established at the level
of "C" with grades lower than "C" to be recorded as no
pass.
By current Western standard "low scholarship" places
on academic probation any student with a GPA below 2.0
and such student can have his enrollment terminated without prior warning regardless of gradepoint for failing two
or more pass/fail courses in one quarter.

,prttgiuii (lite
TODAY
SOCIOLOGY CLUB, 8 Ai p in. C U
Pacifica Room Gary Olyrnpi will
be recruiting camp counselors He
will also discuss a camp which is
run each year to give wards of Jove.
vile coo -1 a summer recreational
experience
SIERRA CLUB, 730 p rn . CU Almaden Room
Election of officers
and last meeting of this year
SPARTAN SPEARS, 4 30 p in C U
Pacheco Room
INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE, 4 30 p m Tenth and San
Fernando streets
Election, and
Membership for next semester

speakers

TODAY
RAYMOND CHOTE, candidate for It,,.
17th Curigressmnal Dis1rol, noon.
C U Cmtannan Room

1-00AY
HUMANITIES PRE -REGISTRATION
for upper division courses will con.
tinue through the last day of the
semester in Faculty Office 127
Course description also will be posted
outside the office
FACULTY BOOK TALK. Dr. Scott
Hymas of the English Department
will discuss "Blood Oranges" by
Hawkes, 12,30 p.m Spartan Cafeteria Everyone is welcome.
FILM FESTIVAL of the Department
of Defense Propaganda, noon to 3
pm , Morris Dailey Auditorium All
students welcome
CO-REC BARBECUE, Do It In The
Road Dance, 5-9 p
, Women’s Gym.
Includes hot dogs, chips, potato
salad, punch, cake and cookies 35
cents
REED MAGAZINE SALE, 9 30 am.
to 4 30 pm, CU patio, barbeque
pits, and faculty offices Sitar three

11E-T-T-111-

TRY IT
(YOU’LL LIKE IT
SWIMMING POOL
RECREATION ROOM
OFF STREET PARKING

PANELLED WALLS
SHAG CARPETS
CLEAN

NICE FURNITURE
CLOSE TO SCHOOL

CLEAN
CLEAN

LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$125 AND UP
470 S. 1 1 ST.

287-7590

HOUSE, FURNISHED, for rent Nice/
spacious two-story, 8 rms 2/b w
basement Detached garage w/lrge yard
& ample off-street perking Walk to
school Avail. June 5 Call 252-4247
aft 6 PM wkdays, anytime Sat or Sun
FOR RENT: 2 bdrms in 3 bdrrn
Sousa
Share with I male
1 -year
round
1 -summer only $5333 ea.
289.8073
LRG, CLN, MOO. APTS. evil 6/5
Low sum. rates, $190/mo. no lease reg
prof to mature indiv staying thru fell
Reserve now for sum 2 blks SJS
free parking. 297-1930 aft 5
BIG HOUSE, 2 blks SJS, need 4 people
for July and fall, quite reasonable
294-3873

E MAL E
ROOMMATE
needed.
-ii.idern duplex, own room, nice area,
.erd, 1 girl $85. 2-562 50 297-3625

APT. FOR RENT -Modern turn.. across
from Duncan Hall, 230 E. Son Salvador.
Summer rate $110 294-6028
evening or call Mr Lee 294-8758

ROOMS, IVY HALL, 279$. Son Fernando, across from administration
bldg single, double. Kitchen priv ,
well managed
Taking reservations
for summer & fall semester Summer
rates June -Sep. 294-6472, 293-9814,
253-6434
SHARE AN APT. Male Rent i160/mo
235 5 14th St 286-7708 Ask for Grant
GIRLS WANT 3 BDRM HOUSE to r’ent
near SJSC
Call Angie 288-6718
ROOMS OPEN IN HOUSE for summer
possibly fall Males Close to SJS
CII 287-7853
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for
summer Nice, spacious house on 12th
Street Call Pam 294-2909
ROOM FOR RENT. One block from
Private bath Move in now.
school
562 460 S. dth 297-7088

MALE ROOMMATES wanted for sum446 South 11th St
mer, $41 each
84 Call 297-8083
HOUSES FOR RENT
SUMMER
480 So. 3rd
$150
$175
127 E. William
295-7438
Available 6-15
ROOMS FOR RENT-Summer rates $40/
mo Private room 295-7438
FURNISHED STUDIOS $100 to $125.
Call manager 292-5979
THREE bedroom house and a two bedroom duplex for rent within one block
of campus. 354-7314
GIRLS only Private Rm. available in
5 Bd house, summer & fall 72-73
K itchen & front rm. incl No pets,
300 blk on S. 11th. 295-2660

AUTOMOTIVE
ROOM FOR RENT 6-6-72. 2 blks
from campus
Summer raites 585
S. 10th St 292-1587
ONE BDRM. DUPLEX. 540 5 9th
St Available Now! $125 mo Come By
HOUSES-WOMEN. For summer a. next
school term
Just redecor. & turn.
Very cheerful
Fireplace. gar disposal, refrig & freezer volley ball.
basketball court
Off Street park
Summer rates 406 S 11th St
GIRLS ONLY1 New rooms with kit.
chen priv
From $60.
99 S. 9th
and 278S. 10th. Across carnpuspark
mg. phone 295-8526 or 295-6514
CHEAP SUMMER RENT $95 For
clean, comfortable 1 bdrm, Turn.,
opts Well maintained by owner 2970465 or 294-7332 Reservations now
asailable 633A 6th St
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediately 1,2 block from campus
$59 mo Lower in Summer 297-2737
427 S. 5th St. Apt. 6
NEW
$145
POOL, RECREATION LOUNGE
W Glen area. Adults 1 bdrm Medit
Porn Wood Paneling, Huge Closets,
’null Close to bus Shops 6 min to
boy 17 & 280
2 bdrm $170.00
286-3879
MALE RM. NEEDED:
28 yr old
Sr like to share clean, quiet 2
bdrm apt with clean mature straight
person, prefer non-smoker. Call
George 296-6980
NEED to find 3 people by May 1501
to share my home from June 1st
or I’ll lose it
Own Ron $50 mo.
summer, $60 winter serious students
into cooperative living Linda Weller
998-1772

FRIENDLY GIRL for beautiful house
on So 16th Share w/5 girls, 550/mo.
Starts June I Call 294-3432
FOR RENT. 1 bdrm. furnished apt.
Carpets, drapes, garbage & water
paid. Summer rentals &
lions for fall semester. Call 2522243
Large Studio Gas, water, & garbage
paid. Near 5,15 $89/mo. 165 So.
3rd St. 298-1055
SUMMER RENTALS
$125

$145

FALL SIGN-UPS
Large 2 & 3 bdrm, 2 bath, apts
paneled. shag carpeting. AEK, pool,
furnished Come & compare 470 5
11th 287-7590
FEMALE
ROMMATE
NEEDED.
Share 2 bdrm apt at Royal Lanai
Apts. with one other.
Furnished,
available June 16 Prefer someone
over 21 Call 926-1622
LARGE HOUSE for rent, cornerof 12th
& San Carlos, call 246-5825 after
lop m
ROOMMATE WANTED, start June, own
room & bath. $50 rno call Bill et
;V 5759
T MALE ROOMMATE needed, 21 or
to live with one other 2 bdrm.
turn apt
$130 mo 635 5 11 St
Available 6/15 Call 998-0303
GIRLS needed to rent 3 bdrrn house
across from SJS Sum and/or fall
5250. Call Kathi 736-5837.
LPG. CLN, MOD. APTS. evil 6/5.
Low sum rates, 500/mo no lease reg.
pref to mature indiv staying thru
fall
Reserve now for sum 1 blks.
SJS,free perking 297-1933
BIG HOUSE, 2 blks 5.15, need 0 people
for July and fall, quite reasonable.
294-3837
MALE. OVER 21, needed to share 2
bdrm apt own room $50/mo summer
65S 11 810,996 1976
TWO GIRLS NEED HOUSE in Los Gatos
area by June
Call Sandy 286-2950
Heather 354-1089 bet 7-12 pm.
1 BLK. campus
Fall rental Large,
Modern Furnished AEK
1,2,3, BR
Apts Contract 247-6039
Men-Rms. with kitchen privileges,
singles and doubles $40 mo and up
Summer & fall 817 So 8th St
PANIC! 2 female roommates needed
for summer, fall, spring
3 bdrm
house
Own room, rent only $43 75
Call Ann 298-731111 after 5 p m on
weekdays.

WANT MO/DENTAL DEG 8 NEED
ADM. ASST WRITE BOX 3323 STFD
CA 94305

Jokes! Storms, Routinei MoneloguiiI
For comedians, entertainers. Or own
Special Student Offer
enjoyment
$1 00 Order today. Wilson s West
ern Humor, Box 71, Casper, Wyo
82601

CAN YOU GIVE US 4 HOURS A WEEK?
We need volunteers to work at loots
Children’s Center with moderately to
severely wnotionelly ill pre-school
children Hours Monday thru ThursFor more
day, 9-1 or 12.30-4 30
information, contact Connie at 295-3581

MALE Single and double rooms, kitchen
priv
living room Avail 1st June
Clean man only 115 So 14th St SJ GUITAR IEK0): Elec. Double cutaway,
286-2704
dual pickups, ebony. ingerboard, Bigsby
Vibrato Mint coed $100 243-7158
MODERN, OUIET 1 bdrm apt avail
able 1 June Drapes. Carpeted, AEK, IBM SELECT
$299. GE TV 525,
close to campus $135 523 E Reed ADM PHONO $25. MERC MONTEREY
294-0203
$165, Ency Brit S15, VAC $15, POTS
& PANS C113284671 EVES 277-2757
NEED I roommate (preferably Asian MWF 330
female) for 4 bdrm house from July
thru the school yr 455 N 9th Call NEW RIVERA NIDA-BED, matching
Sochi, Joyce or Minko at 269.9156 love seat, t v , desk, chest drawers,
dine’, lamps, statues, woman’s bike
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed testier* Best Offer Call 288-6922 after 6p rn
2 bdrm unfurn duplex out of the
crowded city Pet o k $60 ea incl
Cozy cottage Some, 1 bd New rugs,
util. Pref. ages 21 26 Call 274-0474 fireplace. decks, etc 0 L G hills
or 238-0873
Good financing $19,900 353-2291

APARTMENT MANAGER
Couple wanted II child okl to manage
9 unit apt near campus $55 rent reduction on 2 bdrm Turn apt 2957438

ROOM FOR RENT. Private, $36/mo
Summer only Call 295-7121 Ask for
Vic

meetings

BEAUTIFUL 3 BORM house avert
6/1
Garden/yard/AEK Turn
Easy
10 min to
atmos
$56 25 each
SJSC Call 294-1744

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle. hundreds of new vehicles on display each
weekend. Stop by early - the best
buys are sold fast. Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART
(See our ad -announcements)
’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp trans., 400
Cu. in., 58,000 mi. R & H, $850
Bkt stn., Clean, body in ex cond.
259-5272 or 374-7504
Excellent condition.
’64 VW BUS.
Engine recently rebuilt. Runs perfectly 286-9542.
’62 IMPALA CONY. $250 or offer
Power steering, 327 ci., dependable
trans Well cared for Tim, 2870678 or 275-8158
’64 VW VAN ’69 rebuilt engine Extra
set of snow tires and chains Excellent condition. Call 356-2026
’67 INTNL SCOUT 4 wheel drive.
Honor, long top, 4 speed, extra set
wide rims & tires. spareparts. $1,600
327-4476
’64 CHEVY NOVA, Automatic. Good
running condition Looks good. 6 cyl
$400 294-3432
’70 VW Westphalia Camper. Am/Fm
Radio Covered front mounted spare
Hitch 22,000 miles. Warrented to
24,000 Excellent condition, $2.650
286-6244
PONT. ’69 FIREBIRD 400 Air AT PS
PB am/fm TH Excel Must sell 2493893 or 374-3610 after 5
’59 VW BUG 5225 -offer Good transportation car. Brand new tires 2511969
’62 CORVAIR $20. It runs. New tires.
295-4408 ask for Gary daytime.

REED MAGAZINE - 3 for 1 sale at
C U . patio, barbeque pits, and F 0
102
SEWING MACHINE: Word’s Zigzag
model. Includes accessories& instruction booklet Works good 525. Call
294-6844
COMPLETE SUPER -8 MOVIE OUTFIT
Vivitar 84 P movie camera & projecFilm editor. splicer, close-up
tor
lenses & more. All equip no cond
5200 275-8416

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 82 297 3866
John & Mary Rhoades

slop

PART TIME
$S EVENINGS $S
Time -Life Books offer steady employwent calling our customers evenings
6 p.m -9 and Saturday am Earn $2$4 on salary and bonuses Pleasant
interesting work for mature individual
who can talk easily about books. All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office. Leads only. Weekly paycheck.
Call 298-5433 for interview appt
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia,
Europe,
S. America,
Africa, etc.
All professions and
occupations, $700 to 3,003 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information -Write. Jobs Overseas, Dept. P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, Ca. 92115.

RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks $350
inclusive. London departures Small
group camping travel (ages 18-30)
Also Eueope. Africa, Write: Whole
Earth Expeditions. Ltd.. U.S. Agents
for Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497
K C , Mo 64141

DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, $25 to winner Partici
pants offered contract
The Brass
Rail 734-1454

SUMMER IN EUROPE --Only 52101
Call collect 16171 599-0267 UNITRAVEL CORPORATION
GOING TO EUROPE? Bike across
Italy! Write Paola, 2160-2 Patterson
Dr Eugene, Or. 97405

WANTED
Student nurses, RN LVN Aides and
orderlies needed for temp help service in hospital, home, and Dr. office Call 293-0112 American Registry of Nurses Agency

STAY OVERNIGHT
TRAVELING?
FREE! Stuck at home? Meet traveling people. Exchange privilege,
with members in U.S. and Canada.
University Travelers Club,
Write
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA. 94709

Please help us Let it not be said by
future, forlorn generation that ours
was a time when we lost our nerve
and wasted our great potential because we despaired before we dared
George McGovern needs student volunteers, 1878 W San Carlos, or
phone 289-9118 We need YOU

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW YORK on or
about June 1 Must be there before
June 8
Willing to share expenses
& driving Call 293-8677

TEACHER OPENINGS: Current listings of hundreds of California schools
seeking teachers in all fields. $3.
Calif School Placement Bureau, 1974
Thousand Oaks, Berkeley, CA.

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for ar
lists, photographdes, students, groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends, 275-6166

One leader. For overpopulated, under governed country. Wise, perceptive,
honest, and intelligent No previous
experience necessary. Most be able
to overcome the mess left by the
last two, and of South Dakotan birthplace

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 (TRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE MI
TYPIN3--term papers, etc., exper
’ended rind fast Phone 269-8674

MAKE 550-$200 DAILY by mailorder
in your spare time at Some
No
Experience
Start at once Send a
sell -add, stamped envelope to Box
1503 Opt A44 San Jose, Ca. 95109

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE.
pregnancy testing. contraception end
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 289 9011
DICK’S AOUASERV
Aquariums repaired. serviced
Buy
293-8006
Sell
FAST, ACCURATE. Experienced typist
IBM Selectric -pica Can edit.
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanian, Call
298-4104
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 251-25913

’61 CORVA IR BUS, Recreation Vehicle,
FACULTY WIVES-EXTRA $$$
4 spd, lo rni on rblt eng, new paint,
etc.. Ice box & bll-in camp eget, Must College Marketing Roup represents
Sell, Call Buzz 295-6107, $450/ofr. 111 publishers to college faculties
We need
through out the nation
car in gathering
’88 VW BUG Most sell. Dont in back. part-time help with
and disseminating information on local
$1,050. !fix or $950/you fix or offer
277-2784 days. 251-2485 after 6 p.m. campuses, responsible, resourceful
persons who can also help our regional
FOR SALE:
’65 yolks. bug. Good salesmen with displays at faculty book
condition
$603 or best offer. 660 fairs and nearby academic meetings.
For more information about this op$ 1115 51 (up- st I after two
portunity to earn extra money in
flexible situation, please write to.
Allen MacGregor, College Marketing
FOR SALE
Group. 198 Ash Street Reading, Mass.
01867
THE PISCEAN
SECRETARY 119-301 needed for fine
35 S. Fourth. 1/2 block from 5.15
High Sierra privet Girls Camp Good
Library King- Queen complete water
organizer, run mimeo, etc. No S/H
beds $46115, Double $44, Twin $33
Jun -Aug 1415) 967-8612
Frames $10 & up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
COUNSELORS (20-35) needed for fine
beds. Also water sofas, organic furnHigh Sierra private Girls Camp. InMellow
iture, pillows, tapestries.
structors for
Canoeing, Waterskisales people and right on prices. 35
ing, Western Riding, Gymnastics,
S 4th 267-7030
Synch, Swim, Typing Also P E. Majors
& Dining Rm Super Jun 20 -Aug 26
1415) 967-8612
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
STAFF needed for High Sierra Camp.
Dishwashers, Second Cook, Cypenter
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
Electrican Asst, Motorboat
used paperbacks, records and books. Assn’t,
Gen. maintenance. Jun -Aug
1/2 price Quality books and records Driver,
purchased. Top prices paid- --cash, or 1415/ 967-8612
trade Lots of f ictioo, supplementals.
NEED HOUSEKEEPER FOR 3 children
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
1st 2 wks in June Room di board &
286-6275 186 5. 2nd St.
$50 274-2349

HAND MADE RINGS. Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire ’agate $1000 & up Ph 225
7472
HELPI HELPI BUSINESS IS LOUSY!
15% off all items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles already on sale
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of Son Jose
36 South First Street

in mobile headVOLUNTEERS to
quarter units on weak -ends with Elaine
Rosendahl, Demo Candidate 10th C D
Be on a winning team Call 374-2101

1 ht.:,

One
day
SI SO

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe. S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,030 monthly E xpenses paid
overtime, sightseeing
Free information -Write, Jobs Overseas. Dept
04 P0.Box 15071, San Diego, Cs.
92115

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG, ORIENT
Weekly Departures!
PLEASE CONTACT 415-771-3331
Win a free trip to London

Group Personnel contact Bill 867-3335

San Jose’s oldesl.
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
Bed Co invites you to compare
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2811 dis
meter, orange and white Great for
ceilings, drapes. clothes, etc Only
$5
Visit one of our stores at 400
16 blocks west of 5./51
Park Ave
Ph 286-1253 or 28 E Campbell Avi,
(at Winchester) Ph 376-1040

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA fleet for inter’ European student
charter flights.
CONTACT, ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 626-5669 1213) 826.
095$ or call campus rep: Steve Collet
1415) 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm

UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay overnight free!
Stuck at home?
Host
travelers. Meet friendly people. Exchange privileges with members in
U.S and Canada Write now for full
details UTC. P.O.Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif 94709

FOR SALE ’60 COMET. 4-dr. Good SUMMER WORK - Earn 510.03 per
engine/tires Radio. $250 Eves 277- Sour, .over $80 a day. Be your own
boss. Michigan St. student made over
8730 5-8 P M. only
$5000 last sum
Deliver or sell
’67 VW, Squareback. sunroof, new tires. Nat. Zip Code Directories. For sample
excellent condition, runs great, SI350/ and complete details send $1.00 and
your Some & school address, to Zip
of best offer 287-0453
Gide Publishing Co. P.O. Box 115
Helenville, Wis. 53137
59 OLDS. Station Wagon, good running
order, new brakes; $175. Tent -trailer ON GI BILL but looking for more US?
for summer camping, $100 244-7621 Interested prior service & CONTROL

FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PER’
FORMERS AND TEACHERS.
Sunnyvale 783-2671

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE. FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19161
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT. B
CULVER CITY, CA., 90230

EURORAIL -tours solallightscerrentals-hostels-pensions sports europeancars-shipping-sleeping bagsmountainboots, etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica. 213/
828-6084

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
per
$50 to
day
Full or part lime, mornings,
afternoons, evenings
Artists Ex
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1965

PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first lump course
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
rates
Airport 569-5358

Boruwe involved The Jack Douglas
School for EmotionIly Handicapped
Adolescents needs volunteers now on
Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays
Also, every weekday during summer
from
Located at 619 N First St
9 3 call 275-8385, evenings call ty
5106

ANNOUN( I ME N1S

PERSONALS

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SO(1NO:
Home Cleaners (Basic H; L, etc I,
Food Supplements ;Instant Proteinl
Beauty Ards (ProteinizedShampoo etc.)
John & Mary Rhoades 287-3966
PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W. San Carlos. 294-1455. Just
west of Sears. King -Queen $21, 061.
$19, Twin: S15, Safety Liners $2.
Frames: $10 plus. 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds. Water Sofas, U.L.
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries.
Ask about our N.R.O. policy. 294-1455
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cur’ flower
shop We here the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at $1 .00 do: Iwo kidding/
Long stem roses at 53 50 & $4 $0 dot.
lie
florists box for dditional BSC)
Daisies 65C bunch. Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch, -Daffodils, Tulips, Iris.
Stock, Violets Oc etc etc You name
it-- -we’ve got i1.1 Whether you buy one
flower on. dozen you will receive the
same "fuss Si ribbons" Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money. TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE USII We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrariums, dish gardens and dry arrangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fle the hospital’ arrangements at $1.95 & 52 SO They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4639 tat the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)
PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $375 15 minutes service available Daily 8 am -3 p.m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, SJ
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer.
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776
PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expanded into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers, etc. We do the edver Using, you do the selling! We averover 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - $12
(good until sold) fee includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend. Based on our experience in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after 1 weekend of display we do even better on V.W.’s & med.
priced trans vehicle!
Every Set le
Sun 9-4 Capital Drive-In The1 re
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd.
For further info. .287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."
VOICE -GUITAR -PIANO
Today’s Music or "Classical.’ C
Training or Life -Enrichment Harmony Way Studio-286-S917 or Summer
Session in Santa Cruz 476-6616
MARIJUANA
Come to Calif Monition* Initiative
Concert. Have fun &help legalieation
Bands,
Stoneground, Earthquake,
Jessie; Wolf, & Whinge.
Fox Theater, May 1815, 8.00 PM
2.00 adv.
2.50 door
Get tickets at Blind Pilot, 72 E. San
Fernando or Andre’s Pipe Gallery,
567 E. Santa Clara.

I MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wed
ding bands & other jewelry, all one
Of a kind. If you have unusual do.
sires in this area call me at 3546804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larimore
FINE FOR DOPE
Ill sell enough candles I large, scented,
& only 52.1:0) to pay my FINE for
. ($5001 they won’t send
4PHIK.T19 g
me to jail on May 13
Come by
7th & San Carlos and meet a real live
criminal.
Earn
money! Whole blood &
Plasma programs $1.00 Bonus with
student ID cin ffrst visit Calif Blood
Bank Foundation 35 So Almaden Ave
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294-6535
DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
short -hair wig. All styles J & J
Wigs, Vele Village, crnr of Homestead & Wolfe Rd.
YOUR PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE
$10. SEND HOUR, PLACE, DATE
WAY/MO./YEAR) OF BIRTH ASTROSCOPES, P.O. BOX 4561, STA.
C, SAN JOSE, CA. 95126.
TABLE 5:
You are invited to a
post - graduation pig -out at Choles
(we’re speaking now/ Picea. come be.
would like to see you before I leave
for Chicago, Jimmy.
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $99 includes
gold A white album, 60 color prints
of your choice BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES. EXtra full color 8 10$1.25 each Staff of 20 photographers.
Make an appo intment to see our samples
then decide. Open every evening until
10 pm. For FREE Bridal Packet call
257-3161
REED MAGAZINE now on sale in following locations CU Patrio.barbeque
pits, F 0 102, and Spartan Bookstore
DOES ANDRE KOLE know all?
about his pickedevant?

What

LOST & FOUND
$49 REWARD for return of 10- speed
SChwinn taken from 7th St. rack 13ap
Nogues. Call Tom 996 1695 all 3 pm
LOST: FEM, CAT, Brownish calico,
possibly pregnant, last seen 6th St.
April 28 Please call Gary 295-9722
MALE BLACK GERMAN SHEPHERD.
1-1/2 yr. old. White paws
Lost
Frt.
5 near SJS fountain
Name
Jeremiah & My partner Call 926-2695
LOST: black & white springer spaniel
3-4 mo.
reward call 274-0716 was
in vicinity of 7th St. garage.
I FOUND A LOST CHIHUAHUA. Iden
lily - 264-4455
LOST) Stack of 3 x 5 cards
& WhIte Reward 253-9785

Yellow

Sonnet hing
To Sell?

MCAT/DAT: Summer home study review end testing program for theMedi cal/Dental Admission Test. For information write,
Graduate Studies
Center, Box 386, New York, NY 10011
FREE -TOUR OF TWA 747 Tue., May
16 at 8.30 p.m. TWA, San Francisco
International Airport. Prizes, Movies.
Giveaways. Free parking coupon avail
able at Spartan Travel Mart, College
TWA Rep. Bruce
Union
RSVP
Freeman 287-8668
TOSTADAS. Bring this ad in and get
6 TOSTADAS for $1.03 et SENOR TACO
1715 and East Santa Clara Streets
FLEA MARKET
San Jose City College May 21 9104
Space $3 298-2181, ext. 314
500

Sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi

WE OF THE INFIRMARY would Ilkr
to extend an invitation to all San Jos..
State students over "21" to celebrati
the Passing of another sernester.Wi
are currently featuring our oldies n,t.
Monday from 8-2. Also our usual Fan
tastic Happy Hour from 5-7 Mon 4 r
with 1/2 price been ST JAMES IN
F1RMARY 390 MOFFETT BLVD. MT
VIEW.
TODAY? Marlon Brendo in "On The
Waterfront" & "The Wild Ones" 3
SOL
& 8 pm Morris Dailey Aud
sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED

Before You
Move...

AUTO INSURANCE
low mo rates
No driver refused
Harvey Dresher, 241 3915)
THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s - Reports - Disertations.
Marianne Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395, San Jose
TYPING by part-time legal secretary. Reasonable rates C11 Lesley
at 253-9299
DANCING INBELLY
ARABIC
STRUCTION Special rates for students, for information call Zarifa
295-5418
TAILORING -DESIGNING ALTERATIONS
For men and women, special rates
for students. Call Nancy 293-5039
Or come -by, 951 Walnut St $3J.
TYPING - Reports/Resumes,
IBM
Executive Typewriter, Cupertino ores
252-3833
WOODED SECLUDED CAMPSITES
amiable Santa Cruz mountains, lake,
Nudism allowed
pines.
redwoods,
Write P.O Box 2023 St James Branch,
San Jose
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Print Your Ad Mere:
ICouni *own. 37 Pete.% and Saw!, for par

Print Name

Phone

Address

Three Lmes One Day

Check a Classification
o Announ, yrnnls
automotive
L.L) Foe Sale

LOOKING FOR A RESEARCH/writing
assistant? I’m available pert or fulltime Background iournalism/English
Excellent investigative, organizational
and writing skills Call P Yergalonis,
967-7531 or wril 200 E Dane, IIC69,
Mt View, 94040

TYPING, Experienced. fast, also edit
ing
Former English teacher
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

Classified Rates

Mmirnom

Now on sale in
REED MAGAZINE
following location, C U patio. bar
bisque pits. and F 0 102
3 for 1
sale

APT. MANAGER WANTED, Beginning
August Married students for 50units
2 bdrm turn apt paid utml . & salary
470 S I lth St Apt al, 287-7590

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the -Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1/3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with
FREE. EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARO. Calf Bruce
at 287-8668 for information

WORK PART TIME NOW andfull time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management, with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary. If you
like to work with people. call 268’3739 after 4 PM.

WILL do wonting Fast, near ex
perienced emitting interior or exterior Rates $15 per room, $150
per house Cali 247-1512

fl Personals
IQ Sere ics
U Transportation

City

Enclosed is $

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114
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